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                  BIBLICAL EXCELLENT MIRACLES   

Here, we shall witness the most Superb and matchless “Mathematical Miracles” thus  
specifically created  and designed by GOD within His most critical and important                   
CornerStone “Message” (=i.e. Quran Testament), and then the Torah, and the Gospel, and                       
the Quran, and the Psalms, thus always based on code “19” and in perfect Symmetry,                              
i.e. in perfect “pairs” here again, thus to unmistakably and clearly know that there is only               
One Real GOD (=AL-LAH)  who has thus created HIS Book of Universe and HIS Book of 
Religion (=i.e. this “Quran Testament,” first of all now, and the Torah, and the Gospel, and the 
Quran, and the Psalms) thus essentially based on the same “19” coded, most Superb and 
matchless Symmetrical “Mathematical Language,” in essence, from the very beginning! 
(Please, see in this regard now: Quran Testament 3/3-4 & 21/105-106) 

 

==========                                                                                                                                                            
26- (AL-LAH said): So I will get him (=i.e. that person who claims that this Quran Testament                  
is only an utterance of a human being and not from GOD)-- into the “Uprooter” (now)                           
–thereby thus to perfectly and clearly prove to such a disbelieving person and ultimately to                
all humanity now that this Quran Testament can absolutely and only be from this One and Only 
Real GOD (=AL-LAH) here!    

27- And what make you perceive what the “Uprooter” is?        
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28- It does not “let last” --(but “excludes” on the left side, into the lower region therein), and it 
does not “let stay” --(but “eliminates” on the right side, into the lower region therein).    

29- (Then) it presents “Tables” --(on that left side & on that right side, within those upper 
regions therein)-- for the humanity.            

30- Upon it is “19!”         

31- And We have made the guardians of the Fire to be angels; and We did not make their 
number (=i.e. that number “19” above) except as a Test for the disbelievers; thus 

= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, Christians, Arabs) herein may attain certainty,            
and (all) the Believers (worldwide) may augment belief, 

= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, Christians, Arabs), and (all) the Believers             
(worldwide) hereby shall never doubt, 

= but those in whose hearts (there is) an illness, and the disbelievers herein shall say:                        
What is it that AL-LAH has -really- intended by this allegory (=the allegory that has thus already                  
been cited in the above 26-30th Verses)? AL-LAH thus sends astray (=yudellu) with it 
whomever HE wills --(when/if they act in such a betraying manner now here; 2/26), and guides 
(=yahdee) with it whomever HE wills --(when/if they act in such a sincere manner now here; 
13/27). And none knows the Soldiers of your LORD except HIM; and “It” (=that “Uprooter”  
thus cited in the above 26-30th Verses) is (such) a Reminder (=Dhekraa) for the humanity!                     

 

(Quran Testament 74/26-31)           
====================== 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

       

     ========== () ========== 

 

55- …And We have given to David the Psalms (=Zaboor)! 

---------- 

133- And they said: If only he would bring us a Sign from his LORD!                                                            

Has not --“19” coded-- “PROOF” (=74/30-31) already come to them (now),                

which is (already prophesied) in the previous Pages --(of the Psalms)?                          

---------- 

196- And certainly, this --“19” coded-- “PROOF” (=74/30-31) is (also clearly 

prophesied) in the Psalms (=Zubur) of the previous ones (=Jews).     

197- So is it not a sufficient Sign for them (now) that the Scholars of the 

Children of Israel shall know it!                            

                       Quran Testament      

     (17/55 = 20/133 = 26/196-197) 

 

     ========== () ========== 
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So first of all, the perfect angles of these unique “two triangles” of the “star” of prophet David 
above shall thus be: 

                              74o                  
 53o                        

 53o 

     53o                     53o                   74o    

             =19x …       =19x … 

================================ 

**Please, note that this unique “star” of prophet David above henceforth thus absolutely and 
loudly proclaims --in this most Superb and matchless “Universal/Mathematical Language”-- that: 

GOD is “One” (=because in Hebrew the gematrical value of “Vahad = One,” and                         

in Arabic the gematrical value of “Wahid = One” is exactly: 19!      

So please, absolutely see “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” document, p. 4, in this regard now, 
in the first place!      

And then please, also certainly see again (the basic meaning and significance of) this “star” of 
prophet David, and the “crescent” of prophet Muhammad therein within the “Biblical Excellent 
Miracles 1” document, on  p. 105-107 in this regard now, in the first place!      
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          image credit: en.wikipedia.org (“8” pairs  of upper teeth & “8” pairs  of lower teeth) 

3- (Prophet David said): And You, O HE, are a Shield for me, my Glory, and the One                       
Who lifts up my head. 

4- My voice is unto HE! I call, and He answers me from His holy Hill. (Selah) 

5- I lay down and slept; I awoke, for HE sustains me. 

6- I am not afraid of “ten thousands” of people, that round about they have set themselves 
against me. 

7- Arise, O HE (=i.e. send Your Absolute Powers)! Save me, my GOD! And You have smitten  
all my enemies on the cheek; the “teeth” of the wicked You have broken! 

8- To HE (belongs) --thus especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- the 
“Salvation;” upon Your people (is) --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- 
Your “Blessing!” (Selah)  

(Psalms 3/3-8) 

So here are those “ten thousands” of people who have set themselves round about therein (=3/6) 
in this specific order, now here thus: 
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10000  10000  10000  10000  10000  10000           10000  10000  10000  10000  10000  10000   

10000  10000  10000  10000  10000  10000                10000  10000  10000  10000  10000  10000   

10000  10000  10000  10000  10000  10000           10000  10000  10000  10000  10000  10000     

            =19x …                                         =19x … 

And here are those “broken teeth” of the despotic and aggressive wicked men therein (=3/6-7)  
in this most Awesome & most Wondrous specific order, now here thus: 

            upper teeth             or/and                        lower teeth  

        _ 2 _ 4  5  6 _ 8  8 _ 6  5  4 _ 2 _          _ 2 _ 4  5  6 _ 8  8 _ 6  5  4 _ 2 _ 

         =19x …                   =19x …  

        broken ones                broken ones 

        1    3            7        7            3     1         1    3            7        7            3     1 

           =19x …                  =19x …      

   

*Please, note that we have thus rightfully placed those upper and lower “teeth” above                            
for/as “8” perfect pairs --on the left side-- & “8” perfect pairs --on the right side-- above.                         
(So please, clearly see it in that picture again in the previous page, in this regard, in the first 
place.)   
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6- (Prophet David said): Many are saying: “Who will show us good?” Shine upon us                            
the Light of Your Face (=i.e. Favor), O HE! 

7- And You put gladness in my heart, from the time their “grain” and their “new-wine” have 
been multiplied! 

8- So --thus especially, due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- in “peace,”                 
--due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- in “harmony” I lie down and sleep, 
for You, O HE, Alone, will (thus) make me dwell securely!  

(Psalms 4/6-8) 

So let us clearly see those multiplied “grains” and “grapes” --(of new-wine) above (=4/7),                  
(*so please, also certainly see that most critical and important explanation with regard to this                   
“new-wine” etc. within “Biblical Excellent Miracles 1” document, on p. 151 in this respect 
therein now)-- in this specific order, now here thus: 

Complete (=full/double) chromosome numbers of grapes: 38                      
Complete (=full/double) chromosome numbers of (wheat) grains: 42     

grape  grape  grape  grape  grape  grape  grape  grape  grape  grape     grain  grain  grain  grain  grain  grain  grain  grain  grain 

 38     38    38    38     38    38    38    38     38    38         42   42    42    42   42    42   42    42   42 

               =19x …                                                    =19x … 
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*Please, note that --(because that original Hebrew text of the Psalms is essentially written from 
the right to the left)-- we can legitimately place the “grapes” on the left side --(because it 
appears on the left side in the original text)-- first, and the “grains” on the right side --(because it 
appears on the right side in the original text)-- secondly, above. 

And please, note that on the left side above there are exactly “10” grapes, and on the right side 

above there are exactly “9” grains (=i.e. 10 + 9 = 19), in the first place!      

And they can thus be “multiplied” (please, see again Psalms 4/7 above, also in this respect now) 

in this most specific order (=i.e. 10 + 9 = 19 and again 10 + 9 = 19 and again ….), limitlessly, 

by the most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD here again (=Quran Testament 
74/26-31 = 20/133 = 26/196-197), from the very beginning!      
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1- (Prophet David said): O HE, our LORD, how Mighty is Your Name throughout the earth! You 
Who sets Your Majesty on the heavens. 

2- From the mouths of “infants” and “sucklings” (=thus a specific reference to the long awaited 
and anticipated Messiah descendant of prophet David (peace be upon him), i.e. this  
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” and all the believers with him here now, who are not 
“scholars” and “experts” but rather they are like “infants” and “sucklings” in this respect now,        
so please, also certainly see “Quran Testament 7/157-158” in this regard now, in the first place)-- 
You have established Strength, because of Your adversaries, to still --thus especially, on the left 
side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- the “enemy,” and --on the right side of those                  
“19” coded Tables here now-- the “avenger!” (So please, certainly see “A Phenomenal                     
Miracle 1” document, p. 17 now, to witness the doom of these “enemy” and the “avenger”                   
in this respect therein now!) 

3- For I see Your heavens, a Work of Your “Fingers” (=i.e. thus an exclusive allegorical term 
here that essentially refers to those “Ultimate “5” Powers” of GOD)-- here thus:  

            of HIS “Left-Hand ”                         of HIS “Right-Hand”  

Power no:  Power no:  Power no:  Power no:  Power no:               Power no:  Power no:  Power no:  Power no:  Power no:    

 5         4         3        2         1            5         4        3         2         1                             

                             =19x…              =19x…    
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the moon and the stars that You have (thus) set in place. (*So please, certainly see “Universal 
Magnificent Miracles 1” document, p. 3-5 & 18-21 now, to clearly witness the “19”  coded                         
--for/on the left side & for/on the right side-- “Ultimate Powers” of our Supreme LORD                         
in this respect therein, in the first place!) 

 

=================== 

*Please, note that these specific terms (=i.e. “the Finger/s, or the Hand/s, or the Eye/s, or                 
the Ear/s of AL-LAH” that have thus been used in the Torah, and the Psalms, and the Gospel, 
and the Quran, and finally here also in the Quran Testament now, are only “allegorical terms” 
that thus essentially refer to “Ultimate --Creating or Designing, or Punishing or Rewarding,  
or Seeing, or Hearing, etc.-- all of those Most Superb and Matchless Powers” of AL-LAH.   
Because in “actual sense” no one and nothing can NEVER be likened or compared to AL-LAH,    

because AL-LAH is the One and Only GOD;         
never did HE beget, nor was HE begotten;         
and there is absolutely nothing and none that could be compared to HIM;     
and there is absolutely nothing and none like HIM.          

*So please, certainly see in this respect now: (Quran Testament 112/1-4 & 42/11) (Torah, 
Deuteronomy 4/15-24), (Gospel, Mark 12/29-30 & 10/18), in the first place!     
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4- (Prophet David said): (O LORD), what is human that You should remember him, and the 
offspring of a man that You should be mindful of him? 

5- Yet You have made him less, but slightly, than “Elohim” (=i.e. thus a specific reference to 
those highest ranking “Angel Servants” of our Supreme LORD therein; so please, also certainly 
see Quran Testament 69/17 in this respect now), and with --thus especially, on the left side of 
those “19” coded Tables here now-- “Glory,” and --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables 
here now-- “Honor” You have crowned him! 

6- You have given him dominion over the Works of Your “Hands” (=i.e. thus only an 
allegorical term here again that essentially refers to those “Ultimate “5” Powers” of GOD                 
in this respect); all things You have placed under his “feet!” 

7- The “sheep” and “cattle,” all of them, and also “beasts” of the field, 

8- The “birds” of the heavens, and the “fish” of the sea, passing through the paths of the seas! 

9- O HE, our LORD, how Mighty is Your Name throughout the earth!  

(Psalms 8/4-9) 

So let us clearly see those “sheep” and “cattle” above (=8/7), first of all, now here thus: 

Diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of sheep: 54        
Diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of cattle: 60     
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sheep         cattle 

               54      +      60         (=114) 

          =19x…      

So let us clearly see those “beasts” of the field (=i.e. we will specifically take a “lion” into 
account here (=Genesis 49/9) in this respect), and the “birds” of the heavens, and the “fish” of 
the sea above (=8/7-8), thereafter, now here thus: 

Diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of a lion: 38        
Diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of a (dove) bird : 76 (*it varies between 72 and 78)  
Diploid (=full/double) chromosome numbers of a (ancistrus) fish: 38  (*it varies between 38 and 70)  

 

lion           bird            fish    

     38      +      76        +    38  (=152) 

          =19x…      

*Please, note that basically there are “ 2”  kind of animals (=i.e. those “sheep” and “cattle”) in 
the first group, and (+1 =) “ 3”  kind of animals (=i.e. those “beast” and “birds” and “fish”) in the 
second group above; so these total chromosome numbers:          
1 1 “4”    and (+1)   1 “5” 2        or/and       1 “1” 4    and (+1)    1 5 “2”    

 ^              ^          ^                ^                  ^              ^ 

therein are thus absolutely noteworthy in this respect! 
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And here are the blessed “feet” of all of those “human servants” of our Supreme LORD,                                 
in this respect, above (=8/6) in this most specific (= .. + ..) manner again, now here thus: 

The number of all of those --(finger or/and fingerlike)-- “bones” (=i.e. “5”  metatarsals + “14”  
phalanges) of   

 

         the “left” foot               or/and   the “right” foot         

 5 + 5 + 4 + 5           5 + 5 + 4 + 5          

 =19x…           =19x…      
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13- (Prophet David said): Have mercy on me, O HE, see my affliction by those who hate me, 
You Who lifts me up from the gates of death, 

14- So that I may recount all --on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- Your 
“Praise,” in the gates of the daughter of “Peak!” (Please, see “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” 
document, p. 52-54 now, to clearly witness this promised holy “Desert City” in the West and                 
the Mountain “Peaks” therein now, in this respect, in the first place; Psalms 55/6-8);                                    
I rejoice --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- Your  “Salvation!” 

15- The (wicked) peoples have sunk in a pit they themselves have made, in a net that they hid 
their own “foot” have been entrapped. 

16- HE became known through the Judgment that He has (thus) executed; and the wicked has 
been ensnared by the (crooked) work of his own “hands!” Reflect on this! (Selah) 

17- The wicked --(when/if they never truthfully repent and return to GOD till the very end of 
their worldly life here; please, see Quran Testament 4/17-18 in this respect now)-- will turn back 
to the hell, all nations who --(deliberately and constantly)-- forget GOD! 

18- But the pauper --(who always remember and worship GOD Alone)-- shall not be forgotten 
eternally, and the hope of the humble will not be doomed forever. 

19- Arise, O HE, do not let frail-men feel invincible! Let the nations be judged before Your Face 
(=i.e. Presence: Ultimate “Powers”)! (*So please, certainly see Quran Testament 21/1-6 within                   
“An Essential Miracle” document, p. 28-32 now, in this respect, in the first place!)  
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20- Place, O HE, Your Mastery over them, that (all) the nations may know that they are only                     
frail-men! (Selah) 

(Psalms 9/13-20) 

 

So here are those condemned “fingers” of the --left & right-- “hands” of those wicked men 
above (=9/16), in this most specific order, now here thus: 

 

  finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no: 

       5            1           2   4           3             5            1           2          4           3    

 

                          =19x…                  =19x…   

*Please, note that this “crooked” order (=5 1 2 4 3) on both sides above are thus also and 
especially to indicate the “crooked” attitudes of those wicked ones (=9/16) against these                 
“19” coded, most Superb and matchless “Perfect Plannings” of our Supreme LORD here now; 
(=please, certainly see it in “Quran Testament 5/41 & 13/33 & …) and then please, certainly see 
it also in (=Torah, Deut. 29/18-21) within “Biblical Excellent Miracles 1” document, on p. 216 
now, in this respect therein!         
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                                      image credit: commons.wikimedia.org (silver bars)  

6- (Prophet David said): The Utterances of HE are pure Utterances; (they are like) “Silver” tried 
in a furnace of earth, refined “sevenfold!” 

7- You, O HE, will guard them (=i.e. all the “truthful servants” of HE), You will preserve them 
from this (wicked) generation forever.          
8- For on every side the wicked walk continually, when the baseness is exalted by the children of 
man! 

(Psalms 12/6-8) 

So let us clearly see the basic properties of the element “Silver” now, firstof all, here thus: 

Atomic mass: 107.87              Melting point: 1763.20 oF              Boiling point:  3923.60  oF 

So now, first of all, starting from “107.9”  let us clearly see the Atomic mass of “Silver” above,          
in exact “seven” steps therein (=12/6), in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS                 
perfect order, now here thus: 

            7         6        5         4         3         2         1 

                       =19x…   

         107.9  107.8  107.7  107.6  107.5  107.4  107.3      

           =19x…   
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And now, starting from “1763.5”  let us clearly see the Melting point of “Silver” above,                             
in exact “seven” steps therein again (=12/6), in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS 
perfect order, now here thus: 

     7           6          5          4           3           2          1 

                                 =19x…   

1763.5  1763.4  1763.3  1763.2  1763.1  1763.0  1762.9      

=19x…   

And now, starting from “3923.8”  let us clearly see the Boiling point of “Silver” above,                             
in exact “seven” steps therein again (=12/6), in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS 
perfect order, now here thus: 

            7          6          5            4          3           2          1 

                                                        =19x…   

       3923.8  3923.7  3923.6  3923.5  3923.4  3923.3  3923.2      

      =19x…   
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Please, note that we have thus specifically started with 

 

107.9      >>  (0 – 9 = 1)   ……    for/within “Atomic mass”        

 

1763.5   >>  (6 – 5 = 1)   ……    for/within “Melting point”       

3923.8   >>  (9 – 8 = 1)   ……    for/within “Boiling point” 

 

thus in a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner above, by this most Wise and 
perfect Design of our Supreme LORD here again (=Quran Testament 74/26-31 = 20/133 = 
26/196-197), from the very beginning!   

So please, also certainly see “A Glittering Miracle” document, p. 9-16 now, to clearly witness 
these most Superb and matchless “Utterances of HE” that are pure above (=Psalms 12/6)       
therein, in this respect again now, in the first place! 
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1- (Prophet David said): O HE, who may sojourn in Your Tent; who may dwell in Your holy 
Mountain? 

2- He who is walking uprightly (1), and working righteousness (2);      
and speaking truth in his heart (3); 

3- He (who) has not slandered by his tongue (4);         
he has not done to his friend evil (5), and reproach he has not lifted up against his neighbor (6). 

4- Despised in his eyes is a repulsive one (7), and those who fear HE he honors (8).    
He has (truthfully) sworn to his own hurt (9), and does not change (10); 

5- His silver he has not given in usury (11), and a bribe against the innocent has not taken (12); 
The doer of these will not falter forever! (Psalms 15/1-5) 

So let us clearly see these most Wise and perfect Commandments of our Supreme LORD above, 
as they are thus perfectly delivered by HIS servant David --for/on the left side & for/on the right 
side above-- in this most specific “Perfectly Symmetrical” order, now here thus: 

       (11)   (9)   (7)   (5)   (1)   (3)      (12)   (10)   (8)   (6)   (2)   (4)   

     =19x…                  =19x…   

*Please, note that 9 and 10 (sworn & and not change), and 1 and 2 (walking & and working) are thus 

exclusively placed in the second places from the left, and again in the second places from the right above, 

thus in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner therein. 
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                     image credit: en.wikipedia.org (hand bones) 

6- (Prophet David said): --thus also and especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables 
here now-- “Allocations” have fallen to me in pleasant places, and --on the right side of those                     
“19” coded Tables here now-- “Inheritance” is beautiful to me! 

7- I will bless HE Who has counseled me; also in the nights my intellect (by HIS Guidance) 
instructs me. 

8- (Thus) I have set HE before me always, because (HE guides) my “right hand” I shall not 
falter! 

So here are those “19” (finger or/and fingerlike) “bones” of the “right-hand ” (=please, note 
those “5” metacarpals + “14” phalanges above), in this perfect order, now here thus: 

           19  18  17  16  15        
       14  13  12  11        
            10   9    8    7    6          
  5    4    3    2    1    

               =19x…   
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9- Therefore my heart is glad, and my glory rejoices, also my flesh rests in confidence. 

10- For You will not abandon my soul to the hell, You will not allow Your devout one to see 
eternal-doom. 

11- You will make known to me the path of Life ; --thus especially, on the left side of those  
“19” coded Tables here now-- the fullness of “Joys” in Your Presence, --on the right side of 
those “19” coded Tables here now-- the “Delights,” that are in Your “Right-Hand,” forever! 

(Psalms 16/6-11) 

 

So here are the five “Fingers” (=please, see again “Psalms 8/3” in this respect here, on p. 9)--                       
of the “Right-Hand” (=i.e. thus only an allegorical reference again to those Ultimate “Five” 
Powers of GOD  in this respect; please, certainly see it again here, on p. 10), in this Perfect order 
again, now here thus:                                                            

 

             Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:    

                  5        4        3        2       1                               

                       =19x…    
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                image credit: en.wikipedia.org (foot bones) 

3- (Prophet David said): (O HE), You have examined my heart, You have inspected at night, 
You  have tested me, You found not; my thoughts did not transgress my mouth.    
4- So that the human deeds would accord; (because) with the --“19” coded-- “Word ” (=Psalms                        

118/19-26) of Your Lips I have guarded myself from the paths of the lawless; 

5- To uphold my goings --on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now & on the right 
side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- in Your “Paths,” my --left & right-- “footsteps” 
have not faltered! 

So here are those “19” --(finger or/and fingerlike)-- “bones” of the --left & right-- “feet” 
(=please, note those “5” metacarpals + “14” phalanges above), in this respect, in this perfect 
order again, now here thus: 

19  18  17  16  15        19  18  17  16  15                    
14  13  12  11              14  13  12  11            
10   9    8    7    6          10   9    8    7    6                   
5     4     3    2    1         5      4     3    2    1    

     =19x…                   =19x…   
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6- I have called out to You, because You will answer me, O GOD! Incline Your Ear to me, hear 
my utterance. 

7- Demonstrate clearly Your --“19” coded-- “Kindness” (=Psalms 118/19-26);     
You Who saves those who seek refuge (in You) from those who (unjustly) arise (against them)                   
with Your “Right-Hand!”  

(Psalms 17/3-7) 

So here are the five “Fingers” (=please, see again “Psalms 8/3” in this respect here, on p. 9)--                        
of the “Right-Hand” (=i.e. thus only an allegorical reference again to those Ultimate “Five” 
Powers of GOD  in this respect; please, certainly see it again here, on p. 10), in this Perfect order 
again, now here thus:                                                            

 

             Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:    

                  5        4        3        2       1                               

                       =19x…    
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image credit: youtube.com (wild lions) 

10- (Prophet David said): In their fat they (=i.e. those hostile disbelievers therein) enclose  
themselves; their mouth speak with arrogance. 

11- As we step forth they immediately surround us; they fix their gaze to spread over                            
the “Land!” (Please, see “A Festive Miracle” document, p. 14-16 and “A Tasteful Miracle” 
document, p. 8-9 now, to clearly witness this promised “Land” flowing with “milk” and “honey”  
in this respect therein now!)   

12- His appearance is like a “violent lion” that yearns to tear asunder, and like a “fierce lion” 
lurking in hiding. 

13- Arise, O HE, confront him and cast him down, rescue my soul from the wicked one,                    
(with) Your  “Sword” (=i.e. Ultimate Defeating “Power”)! 

So here are those “violent lion” & “fierce lion” (=diploid --full/double-- chromosome numbers:              
19 pairs: “38”  &  19 pairs: “38”) above, in this specific order, now here thus: 

 chromosomes           chromosomes                     chromosomes                chromosomes 

19 18 17 …… 3 2 1  &   19 18 17 …… 3 2 1           19 18 17 …… 3 2 1  &   19 18 17 …… 3 2 1   

      =19x…      =19x…          =19x…      =19x…    
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14- Among those who die by Your “Hand,” O HE, who die of ripe age, whose portion                            
is eternal-life, and who --on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- with Your 
“Hidden Treasure” --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- with Your                   
“Hidden Treasure” You fill their belly! (So please, see “A Glittering Miracle” document,  p. 9-10 
now, to clearly witness this most Superb and eternal “Heavenly Treasure” therein in this respect 
now!) But they (=i.e. those hostile disbelievers therein again; Psalms 17/10) are sated with 
children (here in this temporary-life), and they bequeath their (worldly) abundance to their 
sucklings. 

15- And I, in Righteousness, I shall see --thus on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here 
now-- Your “Face” (=i.e. Ultimate “Knowledge”), I will be sated upon awakening, --thus on the 
right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- by Your “Presence” (=i.e. Ultimate 
“Sovereignty”)! 

(Psalms 17/10-15)  

 

=================== 

*Please, note that these specific terms (=i.e. “the Face, or the Presence of AL-LAH”) that have 
thus been used in the Torah, and the Psalms, and the Gospel, and the Quran, and finally here also 
in the Quran Testament now, are only “allegorical terms” that thus essentially refer to 
“Ultimate Favor or/and Knowledge or/and Approval, or Ultimate Power or/and Sovereignty 
or/and Majesty-- of AL-LAH.                                                                      
Because in “actual sense” here in this world no one can Never see AL-LAH (=please, certainly 
see Torah, Exodus 33/20 & Quran Testament 6/103 in this regard now), and neither here nor                             
in the hereafter no one and nothing can NEVER be likened or compared to AL-LAH,    

because AL-LAH is the One and Only GOD;         
never did HE beget, nor was HE begotten;         
and there is absolutely nothing and none that could be compared to HIM;     
and there is absolutely nothing and none like HIM.          

*So please, certainly see in this respect now: (Quran Testament 112/1-4 & 42/11) (Torah, 
Deuteronomy 4/15-24), (Gospel, Mark 12/29-30 & 10/18) again, in the first place!     
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                               image credit: clker.com (two hands) 

15- (Prophet David said): And the depths of the “waters” became visible, and the foundations              
of the earth were laid bare, by Your Rebuke, O HE, by the blowing of the breath of                            
Your “Nostrils” (=i.e. Ultimate “Powers”). 

16- (Thus) He sent from on high and took me, He drew me out of (those) deep “waters!” 

*So here are those “waters” (=i.e. basically H2O = Hydrogen, atomic no: 1 & Hydrogen, 
atomic no: 1 & Oxygen, atomic no: 8) in these specific orders, now here thus: 

               waters            or/and      waters 

0001 01 08        08 01 0001 

              >>>>>>                      <<<<<< 

          =19x…                         =19x…       

17- He saved me from my strong enemy, and from those who hate me, when they overpowered 
me.  

18- They confronted me on the day of my misfortune, but HE was a Support unto me. 

19- And He brought me out into a broad space; He released me for He was pleased with me. 
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20- HE recompensed me according to my Righteousness, according to the purity of                                      
my --left & right-- “hands,” He repaid me! 

*So here are those blessed “fingers” of the --left & right-- “hands” of prophet David above,                  
in this perfect order again, now here thus: 

  finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no: 

       1           2           3   4          05           05           4          3          2           1    

                 >>>>>>>>         <<<<<<<< 

                          =19x…                  =19x…   

(*Please, note that the basic “elements” of those “waters” in the previous page, and the blessed 
“ fingers” of the two “hands” of prophet David above are thus written in perfectly parallel and 
absolutely complementary manner, in this respect, herein in this specific Psalms (18) now.   
And so those specific “thumbs” --(which is “different/exclusive” among all the fingers of a 
human hand)-- above have also thus extra 0s therein again, in this respect.) 

21- For I have kept the --“19” coded-- “Ways” (=Psalms 118/19-26) of HE, and I have not 
departed wickedly from my GOD. 

22- For all --thus especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now--                                     
His “Judgments” are before me, and --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now--                                     
His “Decrees” I shall never put away from me! (*So please, also certainly see “A Royal                   
Miracle 2” document, p. 16-24 now, to clearly witness it therein now!) 

(Psalms 18/15-22) 
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30- (Prophet David said): The GOD! Perfect is His --“19” coded-- “Way” (=Psalms 118/19-26);  
The “Utterance” of HE (please, see it in “Psalms 12/6-8” here again, on p. 16-18) is flawless!  
He is a “Shield” (=i.e. One and Only “Protector”) for all those who trust in Him. 

31- For who is a God (=i.e. Supreme Authority) besides HE; and who is a Rock (=i.e. Supreme 
Power) except our GOD? 

32- The GOD Who girds me with strength, and Who made perfect my --“19” coded-- “Way” 

(=Psalms 118/19-26)! 

33- Making my feet like the deer, and upon my heights He stood me up. 

34- Who trained my “hands” for battle, so that a “bow” of “ copper” was broken by my arms! 

35- (O HE), You have given me the shield of Your --“19” coded-- “Salvation” (=Psalms 

118/19-26); and Your “Right-Hand” has --thus on the right side of those “19” coded Tables 
here now-- sustained me, and Your “Gentleness” has --on the left side of those “19” coded 
Tables here now-- taught me!  

(Psalms 18/30-35) 

So here is that broken “bow” of “ copper” by those blessed “arms” of prophet David above 
(=18/34) in this most specific manner, now here thus: 

Copper (Cu);              
Atomic number: 29 
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 cu      cu      cu     cu      cu      cu     cu      cu     cu   cu       cu      cu       cu       cu       cu       cu       cu        cu     cu       

               

29   29   29   29   29   29   29   29   29           29          29   29   29   29   29   29   29   29   29              
                     V         

      V 

                          =19x…    “broken piece”                      =19x…   

*Please, note that those exactly “9” pieces of “copper” on the left side above perfectly make up 
the left part of the bow, and those exactly “9” pieces of “copper” on the right side above 
perfectly make up the right part of the bow, and those “1” piece of “copper” in the very middle 

above perfectly represents the broken part of the bow (=i.e. thus in total: 9 + 1 + 9 = 19),                      
in the first place, by this most Wise and perfect Commandment of our Supreme LORD here 
again (=Quran Testament 74/26-31 = 20/133 = 26/196-197), from the very beginning!   
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36- (Prophet David said): (O HE), You have broadened my stride beneath me, and my ankles 
have not faltered. 

37- I pursued my enemies and overtook them, and I did not turn back till they were destroyed. 

38- I struck them down, and they could not rise; they fell beneath my --left & right-- “feet!” 

39- And (thus) You girded me with strength for --“19” coded-- “battle” (=Psalms 118/19-26), 
You subdued my adversaries beneath me. 

40- And my “enemies” --thus on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- You gave to 
me in retreat, and my “foes” --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- I cut them 
down! 

(Psalms 18/36-40) 

So here are those blessed “fingers” of the --left & right-- “feet” of prophet David above                  
(=18/38), in this perfect order, now here thus: 

  finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no: 

       5            4           3   2           1             5           4           3          2           1    

                          =19x…                  =19x…   
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*As prophet Isaiah thus clearly foretold by the Commandment of AL-LAH unto him therein                 
that the --physical/actual-- War  shall cease in this Final Age, for all of those truthful believers 
who will earnestly hearken to this most critical and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the 
Covenant,” i.e. the long awaited and anticipated “Messiah” descendant of prophet David here 

now (*please, see Torah, Deuteronomy 18/18-19 = Psalms 118/19-26), and so henceforth,            

they shall mainly always wage only such a --mathematical/allegorical-- War  above on those 
aggressive and despotic Kings (=i.e. like Goliath and/or Pharaoh, etc.) and their armies                         
here now (=Isaiah 2/2-5)!    

So please, certainly see now “A Phenomenal Miracle 1 &  2” documents, p. 16-17 & 15-16              
and then “A BreathTaking Miracle  1” document, p. 13, and then also “A Glorious Miracle ” 
document, p. 14 in the first place now, thus to clearly witness therein how this                                                          
--mathematical/allegorical-- War are earnestly waged therein by all of those truthful believers 
in this Final Age now!  

 

********** 

49- (Prophet David said): Therefore, I shall give thanks to You among the nations, O HE; and to 
Your “Name” (*so please, see “A Royal Miracle 1 & 2” documents now, to clearly witness all 
the Most Beautiful “Names” of our Supreme LORD therein in this respect now)-- I will                   
sing-praise!   

50- Who (thus) magnifies the --“19” coded-- “Salvations” of His king (=Psalms 118/19-26), 

and (thereby) does kindness to His anointed one, to David and his “offspring” (=thus a specific 
reference to the long awaited and anticipated “Messiah” descendant of prophet David here again 

now; Psalms 118/19-26), forever! --(here in this case now; Quran Testament 17/78-81 &               

10/94-95 & 48/1-5, 29 & 93/1-11 & …)   

 

(Psalms 18/49-50)   
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9- (Prophet David said): The fear of HE is pure, enduring forever, the Judgments of HE are true,  
righteous altogether.            
10- They are more desirable than “gold,” than even “fine gold” in abundance; and more sweet 
than “honey,” and “drippings” from the honeycombs! 

11- And Your servant is warned by them, (because) in observing them there is a great Reward! 

*So here is the “gold” (=density: 19300 kg/m3 at ~20 oC, 1 atm), and the “honey” (=density: 
1420 kg/m3 at ~20 oC, 1 atm) in this specific manner, now here thus: 

   “gold”                           “honey”   

19300 19300 19300 19300 19300 19300       1420 1420 1420 1420 1420 1420  
19300 19300 19300 19300 19300 19300     1420 1420 1420 1420 1420 1420  
19300 19300 19300 19300 19300 19300   1420 1420 1420 1420 1420 1420   
…….  …….  …….  …….  …….  ……..            ……  …..  ……  …..  ……  ……   

         =19x…                     =19x…   

*So because that both of them thus perfectly give a multiple above equally at 18th = 18th 
occurences, in the first place, thus the “Judgments” of HE (=i.e. “19”  here) will absolutely be                  

more desirable (=18 + 1 = 19 or/and thereafter 36 + 2 = 38 or/and thereafter ……) and                     

more sweet (=18 + 1 = 19 or/and thereafter 36 + 2 = 38 or/and thereafter ……) “limitlessly”               
in these specific orders here than those “fine gold” in abundance, on the left side above, and 
those “drippings” from the combs, on the right side above, also in this most specific respect here 
now! (=Psalms 19/10)   
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*Please, also certainly see “A Glittering Miracle” document, p. 9, and “A Tasteful Miracle” 
document, p. 8 now, to clearly witness the heavenly “gold” and the heavenly “honey”                  
promised to all believers --(*please, also see again “Psalms 17/14” here, on p. 25)-- in this 
respect therein now!   

 

12- Mistakes who can discern; from unperceived faults cleanse me, (O HE), 

13- also from (all) intentional sins restraint Your servant, let them not rule over me; then I shall 
be upright, and (thus) I will be cleansed of great transgression. 

14- May the “sayings” of my mouth --thus especially, due to the left side of those “19” coded 
Tables here now-- find favor before You, O HE, and --due to the right side of those “19” coded 
Tables here now-- the “thoughts” of my heart! (For You are) my “Rock” (=i.e. One and Only 
“Protector”) and my “Redeemer!” 

(Psalms 19/10-14) 
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6- (Prophet David said): Now I know that HE has saved His “anointed one” (=thus a                         
specific reference to his long awaited and anticipated Messiah “descendant,” i.e. this 
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here now), He will answer him from His sacred 

Heaven, with the --“19” coded-- “Omnipotent Victories” (=Psalms 118/19-26) of His                       
“Right- Hand!” 

So here are those five “Fingers” (=please, see again “Psalms 8/3” in this respect here, on p. 9)--                        
of the “Right-Hand” (=i.e. thus only an allegorical reference again to those Ultimate “Five” 
Powers of GOD  in this respect; please, certainly see it again here, on p. 10), in this Perfect order 
again, now here thus:                                                            

             Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:    

                  5        4        3        2       1                               

                       =19x…    

7- Some with “chariots,” and some with “horses;” and (thereby) we in the Name of HE                    
our GOD call out. 

8- They (=i.e. those hostile disbelievers therein) dropped to their knees and fell, but we arose and 
stood upright. 
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9- O HE, please save! May the KING (=HE) answer us on the day we (=believers) call! 

(Psalms 20/6-9) 

So let us also clearly see those “chariots” and “horses” above (=20/7), in this most specific 
manner, now here thus: 

Diploid (=full/double) chromosome number of a “horse:” 64 

 

             chariots    

o64o  o64o  o64o  o64o  o64o  o64o  o64o  o64o  o64o 

                                 =19x…      

horses    

                     64  64  64  64  64  64  64  64  64     

                                     =19x…   

*Please, note that there are exactly “9” chariots on the left side, and equally “9” horses on the 
right side above (*and it can go on “limitlessly” in this specific manner (=i.e. thereafter                         
“18” chariots & “ 18” horses, or/and thereafter “27” chariots & “ 27” horses, or/and thereafter 

……… “171” (=19x…) chariots & “ 171” (=19x…) horses, or/and thereafter ……..                           
for/on both sides above), by this most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD here 
again (=Quran Testament 74/26-31 = 20/133 = 26/196-197), in the first place!    
       

(*Please, note that those two zeros: o64o  are thus specifically used above to indicate the basic 
“ two wheels” of such a typical “chariot” therein.) 
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1- (Prophet David said): (O HE), the king rejoices --thus especially, on the left side of those  
“19” coded Tables here now-- in Your “Might ,” and he exults greatly --on the right side of those 
“19” coded Tables here now-- in Your “Salvation!” (*So please, certainly see it in “A Royal 
Miracle 2” document, on p. 16-17, 20-21 in this respect therein now!) 

2- The desire of his heart You granted him, and the plea of his lips You have not withheld. 
(Selah) 

3- For You anticipate him with blessings of --“19” coded-- “Goodness” (=Psalms 118/19-26);                 
(thus) You place on his head a “crown” of “ pure gold!” 

4- Life he has asked from You, You have given it to him, length of days, forever and ever --(here 
in this case now; Quran Testament 17/78-81 & 10/94-95 & 48/1-5, 29 & 93/1-11 & ….)! 

5- Great is his glory in Your --“19” coded-- “Salvation” (=Psalms 118/19-26);                                           
(thus) --on the left side therein-- “Majesty,” and --on the right side therein-- “Splendor”                     
You confer upon him! 

6- For (thus) You set him for --“19” coded-- “Blessings” (=Psalms 118/19-26) --(for the eternal 
benefits and Salvation of all the Peoples on earth now; Quran Testament 21/107-108)-- forever; 
(thus) You gladden him with the joy of Your “Face” (=Ultimate “Favor” for all peoples now)! 

7- For the king trusts in HE, and in the Kindness of the MOST-HIGH --(here in this case again 
now; Quran Testament 2/285 = 49/15)-- he --(and all those who will rightfully follow him, 
worldwide, in this regard here now; 12/108)-- shall not falter! 

(Psalms 21/1-7) 
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                     image credit: chemicalelements.com (gold) 

Gold (Au)                
Atomic number: 79        Number of Energy Levels: Six  
         
Number of Protons: 79       First Energy Level:        2 (electrons)  
Number of Electrons: 79   >>>   Second Energy Level:      8 (electrons)  
Number of Neutrons: 118    Third Energy Level:     18 (electrons) 
       Fourth  Energy Level:     32 (electrons) 
       Fifth  Energy Level:        18 (electrons) 
       Sixth Energy Level:          1 (electron)  

 

So let us clearly see that blessed “crown” of “ pure gold” above (=Psalms 21/3), in these                             
Most AMAZING  & Most WONDROUS perfect orders, now here thus: 
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energy levels                   energy levels 

            6     5     4     3     2     1                             1     2     3     4     5     6 

           01   18   32   18   08   02              197              02   08   18   32   18   01     
      (protons  +  neutrons) 

          <<<<<<                       =19x…              >>>>>> 

And because that all those “electrons” on the left side above perfectly give us a “multiple”                   

also and exclusively in itself therein, thus in the first place (=01  18  32  18  08  02 = 19x…),                   

so now we will also go with these most specific energy level numbers (=6 5 4 1 3 2 = 19x…), 

and see it again also in this --second-- perfect order, now here thus: 

energy levels                   energy levels 

            6     5     4     1     3     2                             2     3     1     4     5     6 

           01   18   32    2    18   08              197              08   18    2    32   18   01     
      (protons  +  neutrons) 

          <<<<<<                       =19x…              >>>>>> 

 

*Please, note that in this second case, on this most miraculous left side above                                           

(=6 5 4 1 3 2 = 19x…), this Most AMAZING property (=01 18 32 2 18 08 = 19x…) is also 

thus perfectly Valid again therein, not broken!                    
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Please, note that the total number of protons + neutrons in the nucleus of Gold --(please, see it 

again on p. 37)-- are thus: 79 + 118 = 197          
And the total number of “electrons” that orbit the nucleus therein       

are thus: (2 + 8 + 18 + 32 + 18 + 1) = 79             
So we can also unmistakably and clearly see, in the first place, now here:  

                                   total number of                                             
protons + neutrons        electrons (as a whole therein) 

                 197                         79 

                   =19x…  

                   or/and 

 

       total number of      
protons + neutrons        electrons (as/in those six energy levels therein) 

                 197             02  08  18  32  18  01 

                   =19x…  

by these most Wise and perfect Creation Designs of our Supreme LORD here again (=Quran 
Testament 74/26-31 = 20/133 = 26/196-197 &  18/31), from the very beginning!    
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23- (Prophet David said): Those who fear HE, praise Him!         
All of you “seed” of Jacob, --thus especially, due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here 
now-- glorify Him , and --due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- be in awe 

of Him, all of you “seed” of Israel! (=Psalms 118/19-26)  

24- For He has not despised, nor loathed the supplication of the “poor,” and He has not 
concealed His “Face” (=i.e. Ultimate “Help”) from him, but He heard when he cried to Him. 

So here are those blessed “seed” (=i.e. reproductive “cell” which basically contains those “23” 
chromosomes) of prophet “Jacob” or/and “Israel” above that caused each of those                                     
--men or women-- (righteous) Children of Israel to come to life therein, in the first place, by the 
Commandment of our Supreme LORD above, in this specific order, now here thus: 

   m     m     m      m      m    m     m      m       m          w     w       w      w     w     w      w       w       w   

 23   23   23   23   23   23   23   23   23                   23   23    23  23   23   23   23   23   23 

            =19x…                                   =19x…  

*Please, note that it could go on in this perfect order above (=i.e. from “1” Jacob = “9” such 
male descendants, or/and from “1” Israel = “9” such female descendants), for/on both sides, 
“ limitlessly,” by the immense Grace of our Supreme LORD unto all of (righteous) Children of 
Jacob or/and Israel --(who would thus truthfully praise GOD)-- above, in this most specific 
respect therein now (=Psalms 22/23)! (=Quran Testament 2/40-43 = 4/162)  
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25- To You is my Praise in the great assembly, (O HE);        
(thus) I will fulfill (all) my “Vows” in view of those who fear Him! 

26- So the humble will “eat” and be satisfied --(*so please, certainly see “A Festive Miracle” 
document, p. 14-16 now, to witness this heavenly “provision” in this respect therein now)-- 
those who seek Him (thereby) will praise HE! Your hearts (thus) will live forever! 

27- All the ends of the earth will remember and (thus) return to HE; all the families of the 
nations will bow down before You, (O HE)! 

28- For the Kingship belongs to HE, and He (thus) rules among (all) the nations! 

29- And (all) the fat ones of the earth will “eat” and bow down (before Him); (and even) all 
those who descend to the dust will kneel before Him --(*so please, certainly see “A Redeeming 
Miracle” document, p. 21 now, to witness the “revival of those who descend to the dust” in this 
respect therein now);-- and (each of the believers) who (thereby) keep himself alive (therein)!                             

30- A (righteous) “seed” (=22/23) will (thus) serve Him, and (MIRACLES) of the LORD will be 
declared to the (coming) generation. 

31- So they will come and relate His --“19” coded-- “Righteousness” (=Psalms 118/19-26)                  
to a newborn people; what He has --(in such a Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS       
manner)-- done --(for the benefits and eternal Salvation of all the peoples on earth now!)--                   
(=Isaiah 42/1-9) & (=Quran Testament 7/157-159 & 21/107-108)! 

(Psalms 22/23-31) 
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1- (Prophet David said): HE is my Lord, I do not lack.        
(*We do not use the term: “Shepherd” here, because henceforth it is thus an abrogated term by our Supreme LORD;                                           

so instead of it, we say: “Lord” here; so please, certainly see Quran Testament 2/104 in this respect now, in the first place.) 

2- In pastures of “grass” He lets me lie down, along tranquil “waters” He leads me! 

So here is that blessed “grass” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 18), and the tranquil  
“waters” (=i.e. basically H2O = Hydrogen, atomic no: 1 & Hydrogen, atomic no: 1 & Oxygen, 
atomic no: 8), in these perfect orders, now here thus: 

grass  grass  grass  grass  grass  grass  grass  grass   grass    grass  grass  grass  grass  grass  grass  grass  grass  grass                                  

 18   18   18   18   18   18   18   18   18                 18   18  18   18   18   18  18   18   18 

           =19x…                                            =19x…  

         waters  waters   waters   waters  waters  waters          

…  1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8  …                                  

…  8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1  …                              

=19x…      =19x…           
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3- He restores my soul, He leads me in the --“19” coded-- Paths of “Righteousness” (=Psalms 

118/19-26) for the sake of His Name! 

4- Even though I walk in a valley overshadowed by death, I will not fear evil, for You are                   
(always) with me, (O HE)! So --thus especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here 
now-- Your “Rod,” and --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- Your “Staff;” 
they comfort me! 

5- You arrange before me a “Table” --(*so please, certainly see “A Festive Miracle” document, 
p. 14-16 now, to witness this “heavenly Table” in this respect therein now)-- in view of                          
my adversaries, You have anointed --the left part & the right part of-- my head with “oil,”                     
my cup overflows! 

So here is that overflowing “(olive) oil” (=complete: full/double chromosome number: 46),       
in these  perfect orders again, now here thus: 

olive   olive  olive  olive   olive  olive   olive   olive    olive                olive  olive  olive  olive  olive  olive  olive  olive  olive                                                  

 46   46   46  46   46   46   46   46   46             46   46   46    46   46    46    46   46   46  

                   =19x…                                           =19x… 

6- May only --thus especially, due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- 
“Goodness,” and --due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- “Kindness”                        
pursue me, all the days of my life; and (thus) I shall dwell in the House of HE for the “length of 
days!” 

(Psalms 23/1-6) 

 

So let us clearly see those blessed “length of days” --of each year, in these perfect orders,             
now here thus:   
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In the Hebrew calendar --(*please, see it in “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” document, on                 
p. 115-123)-- in such a “leap year,” basically there are “13” months:   

(1) Nisan, “30” days     (2) Iyar, “29” days       (3) Sivan, “30” days        (4) Tammuz, “29” days                             
(5) Av, “30” days          (6) Elul, “29” days       (7) Tishrei, “30” days,     (8) Marcheshvan, “29”   
(9) Kislev, “30” days    (10) Tevet, “29” days   (11) Shevat, “30” days    (12) Adar I, “30” days  
(13) Adar II, “29” days 

Nisan      Iyar     Sivan      Tammuz      Av       Elul      Tishrei      March..     Kislev      Tevet      Shevat       Adar I      Adar II 

 30      29     30         29       30    29      30         29        30       29       30         30        29 

                    =19x…           

In the Gregorian calendar --(*please, see it in “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” document, on 
p. 99-102)-- in such a “normal year,” basically there are “12” months:   

(1) January, “31” days        (2) February, “28” days    (3) March, “31” days   (4) April , “30” days                             
(5) May, “31” days               (6) June, “30” days           (7) July, “31” days,       (8) August, “31”    
(9) September, “30” days   (10) October, “31” days    (11) November, “30” days                                      
(12) December, “31” days   

January      February       March       April        May       June       July      August     September     October      December        

  31           28          31        30       31      30      31      31           30           31           31 

                    =19x…           

*Please, note that because that there is that specific “extra month” (=i.e. “Adar I” with “ 30” days that 
comes just before the very last month) in such a basic “leap year” (with “13” months) in the Hebrew 
calendar above, so we have taken out a specific “month” (=i.e. “November” with “ 30” days that                     
comes just before the very last month again) in such a basic “normal year” (with “12” months) in the 
Gregorian calendar above, in such a perfectly parallel/equal manner therein. So now, there are thus 
exactly “13” months in the Hebrew calendar above, and “11” months in the Gregorian calendar above:  

“13 11” =  19x…! 
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So now, there are thus “384” days in total in such a basic “leap year” in the Hebrew calendar 
above, and then “335” days in total in such a basic “normal year” in the Gregorian calendar 
above. So if we take that extra “30” days of the Hebrew calendar above now, and add it unto the 
Gregorian calendar above:  

384 – “30” = 354 days!      335 + “30” = 365 days! 

 

So thus, prophet David (peace be upon him) and all truthful believers who will rightfully                 
follow him here also in this respect now shall thus dwell in the House of HE for the                                   
full  “ length of days” (=i.e. full  “354 days” of a basic Hebrew year, or/and full  “365 days” of                     
a basic Gregorian year), by the immense Grace of our Supreme LORD here again, in this                 
Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS manner above, in the first place (=Psalms 23/6)                            
(Quran Testament 74/26-31 = 20/133 = 26/196-197 &  69/24)!    

 

 

 

 

=============================== 

*Please, note that these unique “mathematical properties” (=e.g. every “two-digit number” 
perfectly give us a “multiple” (=19x..) when/if it is repeated exactly “nine” times, or/and every 
“three-digit number” perfectly give us a “multiple” (=19x..) when/if it is repeated exactly                       
“six” times, etc. (=e.g. please, see it again here, on p. 42 now) have thus been created by our 
Supreme LORD (=i.e. the One and Only Creator of all Mathematics), from the very beginning, 
and HE thus most Wisely and perfectly “instructs” and “implements” them in such a                         
most Superb and matchless Ways now, throughout HIS Teaching, as HE has thus most Wisely 
and powerfully created all of those things (=i.e. all heavens and earth, galaxies, stars, planets,                        
and all living-things, and mountains, waters, plants, fruits --(to their most precise “atomic” or 
“chromosome” numbers therein)-- and also all other natural phenomena therein) accordingly and 
perfectly, from the very beginning!  
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image credit: worldwind.arc.nasa.gov (earth) 

1- (Prophet David said): To HE (belongs) the earth and its fullness, the (whole) world and                    
(all its) inhabitants in it. 

2- For He founded it upon the “seas,” and upon the “oceans” He established it! 

*So here are those blessed “waters” of those huge “seas” and “oceans” (=i.e. basically H2O = 
Hydrogen, atomic no: 1 & Hydrogen, atomic no: 1 & Oxygen, atomic no: 8), in these specific 
orders again, now here thus: 

                  seas                     oceans 

0001 01 08        08 01 0001 

               >>>>>>                      <<<<<< 

           =19x…                         =19x…       

 

3- Who may ascend to the Mountain of HE; and who may stand in the Place of His Sanctity? 
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4- The clean of “hands,” and pure of heart; he has not sworn in vain --(said HE)-- by MY Soul, 
and has not sworn deceitfully. 

So here are the blessed “fingers” of the --left & right-- “hands” of such a truthful believer 
above, in this specific order again, now here thus: 

  finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no: 

       1            2           3   4          05       05          4           3          2           1    

             

     >>>>>>>                     <<<<<<<   

                          =19x…                  =19x…   

5- (Therefore,) he will receive --thus especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here 
now-- a “Blessing” from HE, and --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- 

“Righteousness” from the GOD of his Salvation! (=Psalms 118/19-26) 

6- This is the generation of those who seek Him; those who strive for Your “Face” (=i.e. 
Ultimate “Approval”), (O HE), --(all the truthful followers of Your servant)-- Jacob! (Selah)                      
(=Quran Testament 2/132-133)  

(Psalms 24/1-6) 
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                      image credit: en.wikipedia.org (two feet) 

12- (Prophet David said): Who is the man who fears HE, He will teach him the                                

--“19” coded-- “Way” (=Psalms 118/19-26) that he should choose. 

13- His soul will repose in “Goodness,” and his seed will inherit the “Land!” (So please, see                         
“A Festive Miracle” document, p. 14-16 and “A Tasteful Miracle” document, p. 8-9 now,                   
to clearly witness this promised “Land” flowing with “milk” and “honey” therein in this respect 
now!)   

14- The “Secret” of HE is --on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- for those who 
fear Him, and His “Covenant” --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- to 
inform them! 

15- My eyes are continually toward HE, for He will remove my “feet” from the snare! 

So here are the protected “fingers” of the --left & right-- “feet” of such truthful believers above, 
in this specific order again, now here thus: 

  finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no: 

       1            2           3   4          05       05          4           3          2           1    

             

     >>>>>>>                     <<<<<<<   

                          =19x…                  =19x…   
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16- Turn to me, and show me favor, (O HE), for I am alone and afflicted. 

17- The troubles of my heart have broadened, from my distresses release me. 

18- See --thus especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- my “labor,” and 
--on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- my “toil ,” and forgive all my sins! 

19- See my enemies, that they have become many, and with cruel hatred they hate me. 

20- Protect my soul and rescue me; let me not be shamed, for (thus) I have taken refuge in You! 

(Psalms 25/12-20) 
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               image credit: clker.com (two hands) 

3- (Prophet David said): (O HE), --thus especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables 

here now-- Your “Kindness” is before my eyes (=Psalms 118/19-26), and (thus) I have walked  
--on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- in Your “Truth !” 

4- I have not sat with people who are dishonest, and with hypocrites I do not associate. 

5- I have hated the assembly of evildoers, and with the wicked I do not sit. 

6- I have washed in purity my “hands,” and (thus) I go around Your “Altar,” O HE! (So please, 
certainly see all of those lawful “flock or/and herd animals” for/on this “Altar” within “A Joyful 
Miracle” document, on p. 19-23 in this respect therein now!) (*So please, also certainly see                    
Psalms 40/6-8 here, on p. 66 in this regard, in the first place!) 

7- (Thus) to proclaim with a loud voice thanksgiving (therein), and (thus) to recount all Your                                      

--“19” coded-- “Wondrous-Deeds!” (=Psalms 118/19-26) 

So here are the blessed “fingers” of the --left & right-- “hands” of prophet David above, in this 
specific order, now here thus: 

  finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no: 

       5            4           3   2           1       5           4           3          2           1          

                          =19x…                  =19x…     

8- O HE, I love the shelter of Your “House,” and the place of the Residence of Your “Glory !” 
(*So please, certainly see it within “A Royal Miracle 2” document, p. 16-21 in this respect 
therein now.) 
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9- Do not gather with sinners my soul, (O HE), nor with the men of bloodshed my life, 

10- In whose “hands” is conspiracy, and their right-pockets is full of bribery! 

So here are the condemned “fingers” of the --left & right-- “hands” of those sinful men above, 
in this specific order, now here thus: 

  finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no: 

       5            1           2   4           3       5           1           2          4           3          

                          =19x…                  =19x…    

*Please, note that this irregular order (=5 1 2 4 3) on both sides above are thus to indicate the despotism and 

“crookedness” of such sinful men above (26/9-10), in this specific context here. 

11- As for me, I will walk in my integrity; Redeem me, (O HE), and show me favor. 

12- My “foot” is set on the straight-path, in assemblies I will bless HE! 

So here are the blessed “fingers” of the --left & right-- “foot” of prophet David above, in this 
specific order again, now here thus: 

  finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no: 

       5            4           3   2           1       5           4           3          2           1          

                          =19x…                  =19x…   

(Psalms 26/4-12) 
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1- (Prophet David said): To You, O HE, I call, my Rock (=i.e. Ultimate “Protector”), be not 
silent to me! For if You remain silent to me, then I would be likened to those who descend to the 
pit. 

2- Hear the voice of my supplications, when I cry out to You, when I lift up my “hands” toward 
Your holy Sanctuary! (*So please, certainly see it within “A Royal Miracle 2” document, on                   
p. 16-21 in this respect therein now!) 

3- Draw me not with the wicked, and with the workers of iniquity, those who speak peace with 
their neighbors, though evil is in their heart. 

4- Give to them according to their deeds, and according to the evil of their actions. According to 
the (crooked) “work” of their “hands” give to them, render their recompense to them! 

5- For they do not (rightfully) contemplate the “Deeds” of HE --on the left side of those “19” 
coded Tables here now,-- and the “Works” of His Hands --on the right side of those “19” coded 
Tables here now!-- May He tear them down, and not rebuild them! (*So please, also absolutely  
see Torah, Deuteronomy 29/18-21 & 31/27-29 & 32/1-6 within “Biblical Excellent Miracles 1” 
document, on p. 216 & 223 in this regard therein now, in the first place!) 

So here are the condemned “fingers” of the --left & right-- “hands” of such (untruthful) children 
of Israel above (=28/4-5), in this specific order, now here thus: 
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  finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no: 

       5            3           1   2           4       5           3           1          2           4          

                          =19x…                  =19x…    

*Please, note that this irregular order (=5 3 1 2 4) on both sides above are thus to indicate the dishonesty                 

and the “crookedness” of such (untruthful) children of Israel above (=28/4-5), in this specific context here. 

6- Blessed is HE, for He has heard the sound of my supplications. 

7- HE is --thus also and especially, due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now--                  
my “Strength” (=i.e. Ultimate “Helper”), and --due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables 
here now-- my “Shield” (=i.e. Ultimate “Protector”); in Him my heart trusted and I was helped, 
and my heart rejoiced; and with my Song I praise Him! 

8- HE is “Strength” to them, and the Stronghold of “Salvations” of His “anointed” (=thus a 
specific reference to the long awaited and anticipated Messiah “descendant” of prophet David 
(peace be upon him), i.e. this most critical and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of                        

the Covenant” here again now; please, see: Deuteronomy 18/17-19 = Psalms 118/19-26                             
in this respect now, in the first place)-- is HE! 

9- Save Your “people,” and bless Your “inheritance” (=thus a specific reference to all of those 
truthful Children of Israel and all of those truthful Peoples on earth who will rightfully hearken 
to this most critical and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here now;                    

please, see: Deuteronomy 18/17-19 = Psalms 118/19-26 within “Biblical Excellent Miracles 1” 
document, on p. 225-230 and “Isaiah 42/1-9” = “Quran Testament 7/157-158 & 21/107-108”               
in this regard herein now, in the first place!)          
So --thus also and especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now--                  
“ feed” them, and --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- “support” them,  
forever! (*So please, certainly see it within “A Festive Miracle” document, p. 14-16 and                      
“An Excellent Miracle” document, p. 12-13 in this respect therein now!)   

(Psalms 28/1-9) 
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4- (Prophet David said): The Voice of HE --thus especially, due to the left side of those                    
“19” coded Tables here now-- comes in “Power,” the Voice of HE --due to the right side of 
those “19” coded Tables here now-- comes in “Majesty!” 

5- The Voice of HE breaks the “cedars,” yes, HE shatters the “cedars” of Lebanon. 

6- And He makes them skip like a “calf,” Lebanon and Sirion, like a young “bull !”    
7- The Voice of HE cleaves with fiery flames, 

8- The Voice of HE shakes the wilderness; HE shakes the wilderness of Kadesh. 

9- The Voice of HE frightens the “deers” (or/and “oaks”), and strips bare the “forests;” while all 
will proclaim “Glory ” in His Temple! (*So please, certainly see Quran Testament 21/1-6 within 
“An Essential Miracle” document, on p. 28-32 in this respect, in the first place, therein now!) 

So here are those specific “calf” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 60),     
and “bull” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 60),       
and “deer” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 68) above, in this specific order,     
now here thus: 

      calf    deer    bull            

       60       68       60 

                     =19x…   
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And thereafter, here are those “cedars” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 22),   
and “cedars” again (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 22),      
and “oak” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 24) above (=Psalms 29/5, 9), in this 
specific order, now here thus: 

cedar    cedar    oak 

  22          22        24 

                             =19x…   

*Please, note that this specific term in hebrew (=ayyalot) in this Verse above (=29/9) is translated as “deers,” 

or/and also “oaks” therein (in various credible translations); so we have thus rightfully taken into account its                    

first meaning (=deers) within the first group above, specifically in the second place therein;     

and then its second meaning (=oaks) in the second group above, specifically in the third place therein.   

Or even if we were to go exclusively and only with one meaning therein, then we could again rightfully take “oaks” 

into account for/within the second group above, due to that specific term: “forests” that comes immediately 

thereafter in the same Verse again therein above (=29/9).    

10- HE sat enthroned at the Flood (*so please, also certainly see “Quran Testament 11/7” in this 
respect, in the first place, now); HE sits enthroned as King forever! 

11- HE will --thus also and especially, due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now--                  
give “Strength” to His people (=i.e. Jewish or/and non-Jewish, all truthful believers of all of the 
nations on earth now; Isaiah 42/1-9), HE will --due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables 
here now-- bless His people (=i.e. Jewish, or/and non-Jewish, all truthful believers of all of                    
the nations on earth now; Isaiah 42/1-9)-- with “Peace!” 

(Psalms 29/4-11) 
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5- (Prophet David said): In Your “Hand” I entrust my “Spirit” (=i.e. the “Message” of HE; 
please, also see “Quran Testament 42/52” in this respect, in the first place, now); (for) You have 

(thus) redeemed me, O HE, the GOD of --“19” coded-- “Truth !” (=Psalms 118/19-26) 

So here are the five “Fingers” (=please, see again “Psalms 8/3” in this respect here, on p. 9)--                        
of the “Hand” (=i.e. thus an allegorical reference again to those Ultimate “Five” Powers of 
GOD  in this respect; please, certainly see it again here, on p. 10), in this Perfect order again,   
now here thus:                                                 

             Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:    

                  5        4        3        2       1                               

                       =19x…    

6- I despise those who await vanities without worth; as for me, I have trusted in HE! 

7- So I will --thus especially, due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- 
“ rejoice,” and --due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- “be glad” in Your  
“Kindness!” (For) You have seen my affliction, that You have  known of the troubles of         
my soul. 
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8- And You have not delivered me into the “hand” of the foe, but You have made stand                      
my “feet” in  a broad place! 

So here are all those condemned (finger or/and fingerlike) 19 “bones” --(*please, see these 
specific --(5 metacarpals + 14 phalanges)-- “bones” here again, on p. 20)-- of the “hand” of such 
wicked foes above, in this specific order, now here thus: 

  bone no:  bone no: bone no:  bone no:  bone no:    bone no:  bone no:  bone no:  bone no:  bone no:   

                 19       18      17       16       15      ………       5         1         2         4         3          

                                           =19x…    

*Please, note that this irregular order (…… 5 1 2 4 3) at the very end above are thus to indicate the despotism and 

“crookedness” of such wicked foes above (=31/8), in this specific context here. 

And here are those protected (finger or/and fingerlike) 19 “bones” --(*please, see these specific  
--(5 metatarsals + 14 phalanges)-- “bones” here again, on p. 22)-- of those --left & right-- “feet”               
of prophet David above, in this perfect order, now here thus: 

  bone no:  bone no: bone no:  bone no:  bone no:    bone no:  bone no:  bone no:  bone no:  bone no:   

          19       18      17       16       15             19       18       17       16       15        
            ………                    ………           

     5          4        3         2         1              5         4         3         2         1          

                              =19x…          =19x…   

(Psalms 31/5-8) 
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6- (Prophet David said): For this every devout one should pray to You, (O HE), at a time when   
-misfortune- befalls, that the flooding great “waters” may not reach him! 

7- You are a “Shelter” (=i.e. Ultimate “Protector”) for me, (O HE), from distress You preserve 
me; with glad-Songs of deliverance You envelop me. (Selah) 

So here are those flooding great “waters” (=i.e. basically H2O = Hydrogen, atomic no: 1                     
& Hydrogen, atomic no: 1 & Oxygen, atomic no: 8), in these specific orders, now here thus: 

              waters             waters          

…  1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8  …     …  8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1  …       

…  1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8  …     …  8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1  …        

…  1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8  …     …  8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1  …         

  > > > > > > > > > > >                < < < < < < < < < < <            

       =19x…                   =19x…           

*Please, note that on both sides above all those “waters” (=i.e. on the left side: 1 1 8 & on the 
right side: 8 1 1) are exactly repeated “18” times therein, so they canNot reach “19”                             
to overwhelm such a devout one in this respect therein now (=so please, see again Psalms 32/6  
above, in this respect now!)    
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8- (GOD said): I will --thus especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- 
“educate” you, and --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- “inform ” you,                
in which “path” to go; I will advise you My Eye! 

9- So do not be like a “horse,” like a “mule,” without understanding, that must be controlled 
with bridle and bit, or else it will not come near you. 

So here is that specific “horse” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 64),     
and that specific “mule” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 63) above, in these                                   
most Amazing & most Wondrous specific orders, now here thus: 

   chromosomes          chromosomes 

64 .. 54 .. 44 .. 34 .. 24 .. 14 .. 10     9 .. 13 .. 23 .. 33 .. 43 .. 53 .. 63   

     <<<<<<<<<<    >>>>>>>>>> 

             =19x…                  =19x…   

10- Many are the agonies of the wicked; but as for the one who trusts in HE, mercy will surround 
him. 

11- Be “glad” --thus especially, due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now--                         
in --(this Ultimate “Power” and “Wisdom” of)-- HE, and “rejoice” --due to the right side of 

those “19” coded Tables here now,-- O righteous; and “cry out in joy” (=Psalms 118/19-26)                          
all you upright of heart! 

(Psalms 32/6-11) 
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15- The Eyes of HE are toward the righteous, and His Ears are toward their cry. 

16- The “Face” (=i.e. Ultimate “Power”) of HE is against the doers of evil, --(when/if they never 
truthfully repent and return to Him till the very last moment of their life here; Quran Testament 
4/17-18)-- to cut off from earth their memory. 

17- They (=i.e. all those righteous who will thus truthfully repent and return to Him here;               
Quran Testament 25/70-71)-- cry out and HE hears, and from all their distresses He rescues 
them. 

18- HE is close to the brokenhearted; and those crushed in spirit He saves. 

19- The mishaps of the righteous are many, but from them all HE rescues him. 

20- He guards all his “bones,” even one of them was not broken! 

 

So here are all of those blessed “bones” (=there are “206” bones, in total, in a human body)--   
of prophet David above, in this perfect Symmetrical order, now here thus: 
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        “bones”                                         “bones”    

103 102 101 100 99 98 97 96 95 94      103 102 101 100 99 98 97 96 95 94     

93  ………………………………..    93  ………………………………..   
83  ………………………………..    83  ………………………………..   
73  ………………………………..    73  ………………………………..  
63  ………………………………..    63  ………………………………..  
53  ………………………………..      53  ………………………………..  
43  ………………………………..    43  ………………………………..   
33  ………………………………..    33  ………………………………..  
23  ………………………………..    23  ………………………………..   

13  12  11  10  9  8  7  6  5  4  3  2  1    13  12  11  10  9  8  7  6  5  4  3  2  1 

    =19x…                                   =19x…   

21- Evil --(when/if they deliberately insist on comitting their evil works till the very last moment 
of their life here; Quran Testament 4/17-18)-- will be the death blow of the wicked, and those 
who hate the righteous will (thus) be condemned. 

22- HE redeems the soul of (all of) His servants --(who will thus truthfully repent and return to 
Him here; Quran Testament 25/70-71)-- and they will not be condemned all those who (thus) 
take refuge in Him!             

(Psalms 34/15-22) 

*Please, note that all of the “bones” of a human body, and all of the (finger or/and fingerlike) “bones” of 
a human hand or foot --thus in perfect Symmetrical way-- absolutely give us a “multiple” in these                      
exactly same manners:               

       (=103 102 …… 2 1 = 19x…)         (=103 102 …… 2 1 = 19x…)                

(=19 18 …… 2 1 = 19x…)                  (=19 18 …… 2 1 = 19x…)        

(=19 18 …… 2 1 = 19x…)                 (=19 18 …… 2 1 = 19x…)          

by these most Wise and perfect Designs of our Supreme LORD herein again (Quran Testament 74/26-30, 
31 = 41/53 = 95/4), from the very beginning! 
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image credit: techcrunch.com (an awesome stream) 

7- (Prophet David said): How precious is Your --“19” coded-- “Kindness (=Psalms 118/19-26),          
O GOD! And the children of human take refuge in the shelter of Your --Left & Right-- “Wings” 
(=i.e. Ultimate Protecting “Powers”)! 

8- They will be sated from the “abundance” of Your House, and from the “stream” of                    
Your Delights You give them to drink! (So please, certainly see “A Festive Miracle” document, 
p. 14-16 and “A Tasteful Miracle” document, p. 8-9 now, to witness this heavenly “abundance” 
and heavenly “stream” in this respect therein now!)--   

9- For with You is the fountain of Life ; by Your “Light ” --(*so please, certainly see                       
Quran Testament 24/35-38 in this respect, in the first place, now)-- may we see Light ! 

So here are those ever-flowing “waters” (=i.e. basically H2O = Hydrogen, atomic no: 1 & 
Hydrogen, atomic no: 1 & Oxygen, atomic no: 8) of that blessed “stream” above,                                  
in these specific orders, now here thus: 

                        waters           

…  1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8  …                    waters          

…  1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8  …     …  1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8  …    

…  1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8  … …  1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8  …       

      …  1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8  …             

              > > > > > > > > > > >             > > > > > > > > > > >               

              =19x…               =19x…           
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10- Extend --thus especially, due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- Your 
“Kindness” to those who know You, and --due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here 
now-- Your “Righteousness” to the upright of heart! 

11- Let not come to me the “foot” of arrogance, and let the “hand” of the wicked not move me. 

So here are the condemned “fingers” of the --left-- “foot,” and the --right-- “hand” of such  
wicked men above, in these specific orders, now here thus: 

           finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no: 

                   5           1        2         4          3          

                                                          =19x…   

finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:  

  5           1 2   4     3 

                          =19x…    

*Please, note that this irregular order (=5 1 2 4 3) on both sides above are thus to indicate the despotism and 

“crookedness” of such wicked men above (=36/11), in this specific context here again. 

12- There they fall, the workers of iniquity; they --(when/if they never truthfully repent and 
return to Him till the very last moment of their life here; Quran Testament 4/17-18)-- will be 
thrust down and can never rise (again)! (=Quran Testament 23/99-100 &  36/31-32 &  6/27-28) 

(Psalms 36/7-12) 
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (a promised Land) 

27- (Prophet David said): Turn away from evil, and do good, that you may dwell forever.   
28- For HE loves Justice, and does not forsake His devout servants, eternally will they be 
protected; but the seed of the wicked --(when/if they arrogantly insist on comitting their                    
evil works till the very last moment of their life here; Quran Testament 4/17-18)-- will be cut off.  

29- The righteous will inherit the “Land” (*so please, see “A Festive Miracle” document, p.               
14-16 and “A Tasteful Miracle” document, p. 8-9 now, to clearly witness this promised “Land” 
flowing with “milk” and “honey” therein in this respect now), and they will dwell upon it 
forever! (*Please, also certainly see Quran Testament 21/105-106 in this respect now!) 

30- The mouth of the righteous --thus also and especially, on the left side of those “19” coded 
Tables here now-- utters “Wisdom,” and his tongue --on the right side of those “19” coded 
Tables here now-- speaks “Justice!” 

31- The --“19” coded-- “Instruction ” of his GOD (=Psalms 118/19-26) is (thus) in his heart,  
his “footsteps” will not falter! 

So here are the blessed “fingers” of the --left & right-- “feet” of such a truthful believer above, 
in this perfect order again, now here thus: 

  finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no: 

       5           4            3   2           1          5           4           3          2           1        

                          =19x…                  =19x…   
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32- The wicked one watches for the righteous, and seeks to kill him. 

33- But HE will not forsake him in his “hand,” nor let him be condemned when he is judged. 

34- Place hope in HE, and keep His --“19” coded-- “Way” (=Psalms 118/19-26);                              
and He will raise you high to inherit the “Land,” (and) the excision of the “wicked” you will 
witness --(therein)! (So please, see “A Phenomenal Miracle 1 & 2” documents, p. 16-17 and   
p. 15-16 now, to clearly witness the excision of the “wicked” in this respect therein now!)  

(Psalms 37/27-34) 
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image credit: 19covenant19.com (The first page of THE --QURAN-- TESTAMENT (=AL-KHABARU )                                                    
written in modern Arabic.) 

6- (Prophet David said): (O HE), You did not desire feast-offering or meal-offering, but “ears” 
You opened for “me” (=thus a specific reference also and especially to his Messiah “descendant” 
here now); You did not request burnt-offering or sin-offering. 

7- Then I said: “Behold, I have come with the “Scroll of the Book” (*please, certainly see 
“Biblical Excellent Miracles 1” document, p. 181-182 now, to clearly witness this most critical 

and important “Scroll of the Book” --as it is clearly prophesied in Psalms 118/19-22-26--                        
therein now)-- that is written for “me” (=thus a specific reference again to his Messiah 
“descendant” here now.)   

8- So, I desire to do --thus especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- 
Your “Will ,” my GOD, and --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now--                         
Your “Instruction ” is in my “innards!” 

9- I have proclaimed tidings of “Righteousness” in the vast assembly; behold, I will not restrain 
my “lips,” O HE, You know it! 

10- Your “Righteousness” I have not concealed within my “heart;”      
(and) --on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- Your “Faithfulness,” and --on the 
right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- Your “Salvation” I have spoken!   
I have not concealed --on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- Your “Kindness,” 
and --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- Your “Truth ” from the                  
vast assembly! 
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11- You, O HE, do not withhold Your “Mercy” from me;        
may --on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- Your “Kindness,” and --on the 
right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- Your “Truth ” always (ask You to) protect me.  

12- For evils beyond number have encircled me, my sins have overtaken me, and I am unable to 
see; they have become more numerous than the “hairs” of my “head,” and my “heart” has  
abandoned me. 

13- May it be Your will, O HE, to rescue me; O HE, hasten to my assistance! 

14- May they be put to shame and disgrace all together those who seek my “soul” to destroy it, 
may they draw back and humiliated those who desire my misfortune. 

15- May they be desolate --(when/if they arrogantly insist on comitting their evil works till the 
very last moment of their life here; Quran Testament 4/17-18);-- because of their despising                            
--(the “MESSAGE” of HE)-- those who say about me: --against the left side of those                        
“19” coded Tables here now-- “Aha!” --against the right side of those “19” coded Tables here 
now-- “Aha!” 

16- May they --on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- “rejoice,” and                             
--on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- “be glad” in You all who seek You; 
may they always say: HE be Magnified! those who love Your --“19” coded-- “Salvation!”  

(=Psalms 118/19-26) 

17- As for me, I am poor and destitute; the LORD will think of me. You are --thus especially, 
due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- my “Help,” and --due to the right side 
of those “19” coded Tables here now-- my “Rescuer;” my GOD, do not delay! 

(Psalms 40/6-17) 

 

So here are those blessed “(two) ears” and “(two sides of) innards” and “(two) lips” and 
“heart” and “(two sides of) hairs” and “head” and “heart” and “soul” of prophet David above 
(=40/6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 12, 12, 14) in these specific orders, now here thus: 
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ears  innards  heart  head   lips   hairs  or/and          ears  innards  heart  soul   lips   hairs       

  2           2           1        1        2         2                    2          2           1        1       2        2         

             =19x…                        =19x…   

*Please, note that each of these specific “plural ” terms (=ears & innards & lips & hairs) in 
these above Verses (=Psalms 40/6, 8, 9, 12) have thus rightfully been taken into account as “2” 

above; and each of these specific “singular” terms (=heart & head &  heart & soul) in these 
above Verses (=Psalms 40/10, 12, 12, 14) have thus rightfully been taken into account as “1” 
above, for/in those both sides, equally. And please, note that we have started to count each of                   
these specific --plural  or/and singular-- terms rightfully from the very beginning of these                               
most critical and fundamental Verses (=Psalms 40/6-7) in this respect above, by this most Wise 
and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD here again (=Quran Testament 74/26-31 = 20/133 = 
26/196-197), in the first place!          
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17- (Prophet David said): The sacrifices GOD (desires) are a broken spirit; a heart that is broken 
and humbled, O GOD, You will not despise. 

18- Do good in Your Favor unto “Peak” (*please, see it here now, on p. 98), build the walls of                
“Land of Peace!” 

19- Then You will desire “Offerings of Righteousness;” the “burnt-offering ” and                            
“whole-offering,” then they will (also) offer “bulls” upon Your Altar! 

(Psalms 51/17-19) 

Such a specific “burnt-offering ” and “whole-offering” mentioned above could be offered from 
the “flock” (=i.e. a sheep or a goat), or from the “birds” (=i.e. a turtledove or a pigeon) 
(=please, see: Torah, Leviticus 1/10 & 1/14). So let us clearly see them, in these perfect orders, 
first of all, now here thus: 

“sheep;” diploid (=full/double) chromosome number: 54          

“goat;” diploid (=full/double) chromosome number: 60           

“ turtledove;” diploid (=full/double) chromosome number: 72        

“pigeon;” diploid (=full/double) chromosome number: 80    
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sheep    turtledove     goat     pigeon     

              54           72          60          80 

              =19x…                        =19x…   

(*Please, also certainly see “Biblical Excellent Miracles 1” document, p. 84 & 95 now, in the first place,                                         

thus to see the most beautiful abode promised for each and every of these “sacrificial animals & birds,” by the 

immense Mercy of our Supreme LORD unto each and every of them therein now (=Quran Testament 6/38). 

Then, if we place those blessed “bulls” above (=51/19) in this unique manner (=i.e. “three” on 
the left side & “one” on the right side of those blessed “animals” above), on both sides above, 
here is what we clearly and perfectly see: 

bull   bull   bull    sheep   turtledove   bull    

     60      60     60       54            72            60 

                              =19x…   

bull   bull   bull    goat   pigeon   bull  

            60      60     60      60        80         60       

                                            =19x…   

*Please, certainly see that on the left side above, now we have “1”  sheep and “1”  turtledove 

and “4”  bulls in total (=i.e. “1 1 4”  = 19x…),         
and on the right side above, now we have “1”  goat and “1”  pigeon and “4”  bulls in total                        

therein again (=i.e. “1 1 4”  = 19x…)!    
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Then, if we place those blessed “bulls” above (=51/19) now in this specific manner (=i.e. this 
time “one” on the left side & “seven” on the right side of those blessed “animals” above),                  
--(*please, note that these are also thus the one and only and best options, in this respect, in the 
previous case and also here in this case now)-- on both sides above, here again is what we clearly 
and perfectly see: 

bull    sheep   turtledove   bull   bull   bull   bull   bull   bull   bull  

     60       54            72            60      60      60     60     60      60      60 

             =19x…   

bull    goat   pigeon   bull   bull   bull   bull   bull   bull   bull  

         60       60       80        60      60      60      60     60      60      60 

                         =19x…   

*Please, certainly see that on the left side above, now we have “ 01”  sheep and “ 01”  turtledove 

and “ 08”  bulls in total (=i.e. “ 01 01 08”  = 19x…),         

and on the right side above, now we have “ 01”  goat and “ 01”  pigeon and “ 08”  bulls in total                        

therein again (=i.e. “ 01 01 08”  = 19x…)!             

So please, also certainly see all of these “sacrificial animals & birds, and bulls” within     
“A Joyful Miracle” document, on p. 19-23 in this respect --(=Psalms 40/6-8 –here, on p. 66)--                        
therein now, in this Final Age!) 
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6- (Prophet David said): … And the righteous will see and be awed, and they will laugh at him, 

7- (and they will say): Behold, (this is) the man who did not make GOD his Stronghold, but he 
trusted in the abundance of his wealth, he drew strength from his treachery. (*so please, also 
certainly see it in Quran Testament 74/11-30, 31 in this respect therein now!) 

8- But I am like an “olive tree” that is ever fresh in the House of GOD; I trust in the Kindness of 
GOD, forever and ever! (*so please, also certainly see it in Quran Testament 14/24-25 in this 
respect therein now!) 

9- So I will --thus especially, due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- thank 
You forever, (O HE), for You have done (it), and I will --due to the right side of those                         
“19” coded Tables here now-- place hope in Your NAME  for (it is) Good, in the presence of                    
(all of) Your devout servants!           
(*So please, certainly see it within “A Royal Miracle 2” document, on p. 16-17 & 20-21 in this 
respect therein now!) 

(Psalms 52/6-9) 

So here are the blessed “fruits ” of that special “olive tree” above (=52/8)  

--haploid (=half/single) chromosome number: 23         
--diploid (=full/double) chromosome number: 46                            
               
in these most Amazing & most Wondrous specific orders, now there thus: 
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   nine “olives”         

      =19x…         

no: 1   no: 4   no: 5   no: 2    no: 3   no: 9   no: 8   no: 7   no: 6         

 23    23    23    23     23     23    23    23    23    

  >       >      >       ̂     ^        <       <       <       <              

  =19x…           

              or/and 

                                                 nine “olives”   

                              =19x…        

no: 1   no: 2   no: 3   no: 5    no: 4   no: 6   no: 9   no: 8   no: 7         

        46    46    46     46     46    46    46    46    46      

                      >       >       >       >        ^   ^       <       <       <                     

                            =19x…           
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                                   image credit:c.wikimedia.org (bones) 

1- (Prophet David said): The fool says in his heart: ‘There is no God!’ So they have acted --thus 
especially, against the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- “corruptly, ”  and                             
--against the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- “despicably,” with iniquity!               

There is no doer of --“19” coded-- “Good!” (=Psalms 118/19-26) 

2- GOD gazed down from heaven upon the children of human, to see if there exists a reflective 
one, who (truthfully) seeks out GOD. 

3- Everyone is dross, together they have become depraved;        

there is no doer of --“19” coded-- “Good” (=Psalms 118/19-26); — not even one (now)! 

4- Do they not know those workers of iniquity who devour My people as they would devour  
“bread,” who upon GOD do not call. 

So here is that “bread” (=hexaploid chromosome number: 2n=6x=42, i.e. it has basically                             
“7” chromosomes, each of which has six copies), in this specific manner, now here thus: 

          7 6 5 4 3 2 1  7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

          7 6 5 4 3 2 1  7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

          7 6 5 4 3 2 1  7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

             =19x…    =19x…   
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5- That there, they will be stricken with fear — there was never such fear (before); for GOD 
scatters the “bones” of him who encamps against you. (*So please, certainly see                               
Quran Testament 44/10-16 within “A Devastating Miracle 1” document, p. 14-16 in this respect, 
in the first place, therein now.)          
You have put (them) to shame, for GOD despise them --(when/if they never truthfully repent and 
return to Him, but arrogantly insist on comitting their despotic and evil works till the very                 
last moment of their life here; Quran Testament 4/17-18)--  

So here are all of those scattered “bones” (=there are “206” bones, in total, in a human body)                    
of such despotic and wicked ones above, in this specific manner, now here thus: 

        “bones”                                         “bones”    

103 102 101 100 99 98 97 96 95 94      103 102 101 100 99 98 97 96 95 94     

93  ………………………………..    93  ………………………………..   
83  ………………………………..    83  ………………………………..   
73  ………………………………..    73  ………………………………..  
63  ………………………………..    63  ………………………………..  
53  ………………………………..      53  ………………………………..  
43  ………………………………..    43  ………………………………..   
33  ………………………………..    33  ………………………………..  
23  ………………………………..    23  ………………………………..   

13  12  11  10  9  8  7  4  5  6  1  3  2    13  12  11  10  9  8  7  4  5  6  1  3  2 

    =19x…                                   =19x…   

*Please, note that this irregular order (…… 7 4 5 6 1 3 2) at the very end, on both sides above, are thus to indicate 

the despotism and crookedness of the “bones” of such wicked ones above (=53/5), in this specific context here. 
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6- O that out of “Peak” --(*so please, certainly see it here, on p. 98)-- would come                                  

the --“19” coded-- “Salvations” of Israel (=Psalms 118/19-26)! When GOD restores                            
the fortunes of HIS people, “Jacob” --thus especially, due to  the left side of those “19” coded 
Tables here now-- will exult, “Israel” --due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here 
now-- will rejoice! 

(Psalms 53/1-6) 

 

So here are those “5” sons of “Jacob” --by his wifes “Rachel,” and (her maid) “Bilhah:”     

Joseph (=i.e.              
1- Ephraim ,                
2- Manasseh               
(*So please, certainly see Genesis 48/3-5, 21-22 in this respect, in the first place.)    
3- Benjamin              
4- Dan               
5- Naphtali              
(*Please, certainly see Genesis 35/23-26 in this respect, in the first place.)    

And here are those “7” sons of “Israel” --by his wifes “Leah,” and (her maid) “Zilpah :”     

1- Reuben              
2- Simeon              
3- Judah              
4- Issachar              
5- Zebulun              
6- Gad                               
7- Asher               
(*Please, note that “Levi” will have no portion in this respect here (=Deuteronomy 18/1-2);   
and then certainly, see again Genesis 35/23-26 & 48/3-5 in this respect, in the first place.) 
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Naphtali  Dan  Benjamin  Manasseh  Ephraim       Asher   Gad   Zebulun  Issachar  Judah  Simeon  Reuben                     
     

     5        4        3            2             1           7       6         5          4         3          2          1                 

                 =19x…                      =19x…    

*And finally, please, also certainly note that prophet Jacob & Israel (peace be upon him) was 

thus granted by our Supreme LORD exactly “5”  sons, in total, for/on the left side here, and 

exactly “7”  sons, in total, for/on the right side here, in this respect above! (=Psalms 53/6) 

            5    7 

                               =19x…    
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1- (Prophet David said): Give ear, O GOD, to my prayer, and do not disregard my supplication. 

2- Pay heed to me, and answer me; I lament as I speak, and I moan, 

3- Because of the shout of the foe, because of the oppression of the wicked; for they accuse me 
of badness, and with passion they hate me. 

4- My heart is pained within me, and the terrors of death have fallen on me. 

5- Fear and trembling come upon me, and horror has overwhelmed me. 

6- And I say: O that I had “wings” like a “dove?” I would fly away and find rest, 

7- Behold, I would move far away, I would dwell in a “Desert!” (Selah)       

(*So please, certainly see this holy “Desert-City” that is far away, in which this long awaited 
and anticipated Messiah “descendant” of prophet David (peace be upon him) will thus dwell,                        
by this Commandment of HE unto him above, in this Final Age now, within “Universal 
Magnificent Miracles 2” document, on p. 52-54  in this respect therein, in the first place!) 

8- I would speedily provide --“19” coded-- “Deliverance” for myself --therein (=Psalms   

118/19-26), from a (fast approaching) “wind” that is violent, from a “tempest!”      

(*So please, certainly see this fast approaching “wind” and “tempest” within “ A Biblical 
Excellent Miracle 1” document, on p. 216 & 223-224 in this respect therein now!)  

(Psalms 55/1-8) 
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So here are the --left & right-- “wings” of that blessed “dove”      
(=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 78           
--it is precisely Designed as 39 pairs by our Supreme LORD therein, from the very beginning-- 
mentioned above (=55/6), in this perfect order, now here thus: 

 

     chromosomes             chromosomes 

39  38  37  36  35  34  33  32  31  30     39  38  37  36  35  34  33  32  31  30   
29  28  27  26  25  24  23  22  21  20     29  28  27  26  25  24  23  22  21  20   
19  18  17  16  15  14  13  12  11  10     19  18  17  16  15  14  13  12  11  10    
9     8    7    6    5    4    3    2    1    9     8    7    6    5    4    3    2    1 

     =19x…                            =19x…    
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                  image credit: cafepress.com (two hands in prayer) 

16- (Prophet David said): As for me, I shall call to GOD, and HE will save me.    
17- “Evening,” and “morning,” and “noon-times,” I supplicate and moan, and He hears     
my voice! 

So in perfect order, those most blessed (supplication times of) “evening” would start at                               
“6”  (p.m.), and “morning” at “6”  (a.m.), and “noon-times” at “12”  (p.m.),     
and they would thus perfectly end at “7”  (p.m.), and “7”  (a.m.), and “14”  (p.m.), respectively,   
in this specific respect above, now here thus: 

    evening   morning   noon-times                  evening   morning   noon-times 

         6               6                 12            7               7                 14 

                 =19x…                         =19x…    

(*Please, note that we have rightfully taken those (singular) “evening and morning” into account --(with regard to 

their “number of digits”)-- thus in such a perfectly parallel and equal manner (=i.e. 6 = 7 & 6 = 7), in the first place, 

and then that (plural) “noon-times” in such an exclusive and equal manner in this respect again (=i.e. 12 = 14) 

therein.)  

18- He has redeemed my soul, in peace, from battles against me, even though many were (those)  
enemies against me.             
19- May GOD hear and humble them, (GOD) Who is Enthroned --(as One and Only KING)-- 
from Eternity. (Selah) Because there is no change in them, and they (still) do not fear GOD. 
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20- For he has stretched out his hands against those who were at peace with him; and has (thus) 
profaned His “Covenant” (=i.e. thus also and specifically this most critical and important 

“Covenant” of HE here now; Deuteronomy 18/17-19 = Psalms 118/19-26 *so please, certainly 
see it within “Biblical Excellent Miracles 1” document, on p. 181-182 & 216 in this respect 
therein now!)  

21- Smoother than butter are (the speeches of) his mouth, but his heart is at war --thus also and 
especially, against the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now,-- softer than oil are                      
his words, yet they are drawn-swords --against the right side of those “19” coded Tables here 
now!-- (*So please, also certainly see Quran Testament 74/11-30, 31 in this respect, in the first 
place, therein now!) 

22- Cast upon HE your burden, and He will sustain you; He will never allow the righteous                       
to be moved. 

23- And You, O GOD, You will bring them down --(here in this case again now; Torah, 
Deuteronomy 29/18-20 = 31/27-29 = 32/1-6 *so please, certainly see it within “Biblical 
Excellent Miracles 1” document, on p. 216 & 223-224 & 225-230 in this respect again therein 
now)-- to a pit of destruction; (these kind of) men of bloodshed and deceit --(when/if they                      
do not immediately repent and return to HIM and henceforth always work for Peace among/for 
all Peoples on earth now; Quran Testament 4/17-18 &  114)-- shall not live out half their days;                  
but as for me, I will (always) trust in You! (=Quran Testament 25/68-76) 

(Psalms 55/16-23) 
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                                       image credit: vectorstock.com (feet bones) 

1- For the director. —On the “silent Dove far away” (=so please, certainly see it again     
in Psalms 55/6-7 here on p. 78 in this respect therein now, in the first place!)—                           
(This is) a “secret treasure” of David when (some of) the Philistines seized him at Gath.  

2- Show me favor, O GOD, for men yearn to swallow “me” (=thus a specific reference also and 
especially to his long awaited and anticipated Messiah “descendant,” i.e. this most critical and 
important Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant here again now), they oppress me warlike all 
day long.  

3- My watchful enemies yearn to swallow me all day long, for many are fighting against me,              
O MOST-HIGH! 

4- On the day that I fear, I trust in You. 

5- In GOD I praise His --“19” coded-- “Word ” (=Psalms 118/19-26)!      
In GOD I have trusted, I shall not fear; what can mere-mortals do to me? 

6- All day long they (seek to) distort my --“19” coded-- “Words” (=Psalms 118/19-26),     
(*so please, also certainly see “Quran Testament 5/41-45” in this respect therein now!)--                         
all their thoughts about me are for evil. 

7- They assemble, they hide, they watch my “heels,” as they anticipate my life. 
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So here are those blessed 7 “bones”           
--(1- talus  2- calcaneus  3- navicular bone  4- cuboid bone  5- medial  6- intermediate  7- lateral cuneiform bones)-- 
of the --left & right-- “heels” of prophet David above, in this perfect order, now here thus: 

bone no:  bone no:  bone no:  bone no:  bone no:  bone no:  bone no:        bone no:  bone no:  bone no:  bone no:  bone no:  bone no:  bone no:   

    7         6         5         4         3         2         1          7        6         5         4         3        2         1       

                           =19x…                            =19x…   

8- Shall they escape by iniquity? O GOD, --(when/if they never truthfully repent and return to 
HIM, but stubbornly insist on comitting their despotic and evil works till the very last moment of 
their life here; Quran Testament 4/17-18)-- cast down (such) peoples with anger! (*So please, 
certainly see Quran Testament 21/1-6 within “An Essential Miracle” document, on p. 28-32                 
in this respect, in the first place, therein now!) 

9- My “wanderings” You have counted Yourself, (O HE), (and) place my “tears” in Your 
Flask, are they not (already) in Your Record --(here)! 

10- Then my foes will fall backward on the day I cry out; this I know: “GOD is with me!” 

So because that there are “14” Verses (=i.e. “7” Verses (=1 to 7) & “ 7” Verses (=8 to 14) in total 
in this respect in this most specific Psalm (56) here, we can --(thus in pure allegorical manner 
here)-- clearly see these specifically counted “wanderings” and “tears” by our Supreme LORD 
above, in these most Amazing & most Wondrous specific orders, now here thus: 

   wanderings           tears      

<    >  >        <    >   >        <     >      >          <      >     >   

4  2  3  1  7  5  6        14  12  13  8  11  9  10 

   =19x…                      =19x…    
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11- In GOD I praise --thus especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now--   
the “Word ,”              
in HE I praise --thus especially, on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now--           
the “Word !”   

12- In GOD I have trusted, I shall not fear; what can mortal-human do to me? 

13- Upon me, O GOD, are Vows to You; (thus) I shall render “offerings” to You! 

So because that such “offerings” may be taken from the “herd” (=e.g. a “cow”) or from the 
“flock” (=e.g. a “lamb”) (please, see: Leviticus 3/1 & 6-7), and with “loaves of bread” with 
them (please, see: Leviticus 7/13), we shall take them into account in these specific manner, now 
here thus: 

Cow; diploid (=full/double) chromosome number: 60         
Lamb; diploid (=full/double) chromosome number: 54           
(Bread)-Wheat; complete (=full/double) chromosome number: 42     

cow  bread  bread  bread  bread  bread  bread  bread  bread  bread  bread        

 60       42        42        42        42        42        42        42        42        42       42 

                       =19x…   

            lamb  bread  bread  bread  bread  bread          

         54        42        42        42        42        42      

                        =19x…   

*Please, note that because that such a blessed “cow” could be at least “twice” the size or weight 
of such a blessed “lamb” above, so there are thus “10” loaves of “bread” in the first case, 
therein, and then exactly “5” loaves of “bread” in the second case, therein, respectively.   
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*So please, also certainly see all of such “sacrificial animals, and bread offerings with them” 
within “A Joyful Miracle” document, on p. 19-23 and “A Festive Miracle” document, on   p.                
14-16 in this most specific context --(Psalms 40/6-8 here, on p. 66)-- in this respect therein now, 
in this Final Age!) 

14- For You have rescued my soul from death, and my “feet” from stumbling;      

So here are those protected (finger or/and fingerlike) 19 “bones”        
--(*please, see these specific --(5 metatarsals & 14 phalanges)-- “bones” here again, on p. 22)-- 
of the “feet” of prophet David above, in this perfect order --(in the exact “same manner” like 
those heel “bones,” as we have clearly seen them on p. 83 before this), now here again thus: 

  bone no:  bone no: bone no:  bone no:  bone no:    bone no:  bone no:  bone no:  bone no:  bone no:   

      19       18      17       16       15            19        18       17        16       15            
.              14      13 12       11                                         14       13       12       11        
.    10        9        8         7         6       10         9         8         7         6        
.     5         4        3         2         1              5         4         3         2         1          

                            =19x…                     =19x…   

that I may (thus) walk before GOD in the Light  of life! (=Psalms 118/19-26) 

(Psalms 56/1-14) 
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  image credit: the-larp-store.com (nevel)                                     image credit: ehow.com (kinnor ) 

7- (Prophet David said): My heart is steadfast, O GOD, my heart is steadfast; I sing and I chant. 

8- Awake, my glory; awake, O “lyre” (=nevel) and “harp” (=kinnor ), I shall awaken the dawn! 

9- (Thus) I will thank You among the peoples, O LORD, I will sing to You among the nations. 

10- For --thus especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- Your  
“Kindness” is great unto the heavens, and --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here 
now-- Your “Truth ” is unto the skies! 

11- Be exalted above the heavens, O GOD, (and also) above all the earth is Your --“19” coded-- 
“Glory !” (*So please, certainly see “Universal Magnificent Miracles 1 & 2” documents,               
in this respect again now, in the first place!) 

(Psalms 57/7-11) 

 

So here is that blessed “lyre” (=nevel) with “ten” strings (=please, see it in “Psalms 144/9” here) 
and “harp” (=kinnor ) with “ten” strings again (=it is not specified in the Psalms, but historically 
it is believed to have also “ten” strings again)-- above (=57/8-9), in this most Amazing &            
most Wondrous specific order, now here thus: 
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                     strings                 strings 

                 (even numbered)                  (odd numbered) 

string no:  string no:  string no:  string no:  string no:            string no:  string no:  string no:  string no:  string no:                          

        10         2         4         8          6             9         3          1         5          7 

         ̂                  >  >   <           <   ^    <            <      >            > 

    =19x…                         =19x…   
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6- (Prophet David said): O GOD, break their “teeth” in their mouth; tear out the “molars” of 
these “wild lions” (=i.e. “wild men” of bloodshed therein), O HE!      
7- May they melt like “water” that flows from them; when each one draws his arrows may they 
be utterly useless.            
8- (Because) as a snail that melts away (every one of them) slithers away; as a stillbirth of a 
mole, they do not see the sun! 

So here are those broken out “molars” of the condemned “teeth” of those “wild men” of 
bloodshed above, in these most Amazing & most Wondrous specific orders, now here thus: 

“broken molars”                       “upper teeth”       “broken molars” 

         left                        left side            right side                   right          

         no:  no:        no:  no:  no:  no:  no:  no:    no:  no:  no:  no:  no:  no:                   no:  no:     

        1    2  X  03   4    5    6    7   08    08   7   6    5    4   03   X          2    1     

        v    v       >    >    >   >    >     >    <    <   <    <    <    <    v    v 

        xxxx                        =19x…              =19x…              xxxx  
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9- Before your tender briars have developed into hardened thorns, --thus especially, on the left 
side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- as with “Vigor ,” --on the right side of those                   
“19” coded Tables here now-- as with “Wrath ,” He will stormily sweep them away --into those 
lowest regions therein!-- (*So please, e.g. certainly see “A Phenomenal Miracle 1 & 2”                   
documents, p. 17 & p. 16 now, to clearly witness the excision of such “wild men” of bloodshed             
in this respect again therein now.)  

10- The righteous will rejoice when he sees (this) --“19” coded-- “Vengeance;” he shall wash  
his “footsteps” --(exclusively, in “mathematical/allegorical respect”  here again)-- “blood” of the 
wicked --therein! (*so please, see it again, on p. 17 & p. 16 above in this respect therein.)    

So here are those protected “fingers” of the blessed “feet” of those righteous-ones above,                    
against such “wicked men” of bloodshed therein, in these specific orders again, now here thus: 

     “left foot”                “right foot ” 

  finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no: 

       1            2           3   4          05       05          4           3          2           1    

             

   =19x…                   =19x…   

(*Please, note that within those --left & right-- “teeth” of those “wild men” of bloodshed above, 
we have thus placed the first and the last “teeth” therein exclusively as (=03 … 08 & 08 … 03), 
and here we have thus placed only the last “fingers” of these “righteous men” of peace above 
exclusively as (=… 05 & 05 …); this one difference is perfectly justified, because in the first 
case above there were also those two missing “teeth” on both sides therein, but here there are          
no missing “fingers” on either sides, in this respect here now.)        

11- And humans shall say: There is indeed “fruit ” for the righteous! There is indeed a GOD who 
judges in the Land! (*So please, certainly see “A Festive Miracle” document, p. 14-16 now,                 
to clearly witness this “heavenly fruit ” granted by our Supreme LORD unto all of                                   
His “righteous servants” of peace, worldwide, in this respect therein now!)  

(Psalms 58/6-11) 
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4- (Prophet David said): You have given to those who fear You a “Sign,” (O HE), to be lifted up 
as a “Sign” --(thus to loudly proclaim the absolute Oneness of GOD)-- in Truth!    
(Selah)              
5- That Your beloved servants may be released; save with Your “Right-Hand” and rescue us! 

So the perfect angles of these unique “two triangles” of the “star” of prophet David above 
should henceforth thus be: 

                                        74o                 53o              53o 

            53o                          53o                              74o    

                   =19x …                =19x … 

================================ 

**Please, note that this unique “star” of prophet David above henceforth thus absolutely and 
loudly proclaims --in this most Superb and matchless “Universal/Mathematical Language”-- that: 

GOD is absolutely “One” (=because in Hebrew the gematrical value of “Vahad = One,”                   

and in Arabic the gematrical value of “Wahid = One” is exactly: “19!”      

So please, certainly see “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” document, p. 4, in this regard again 
now, in the first place!      
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And then please, also certainly see again “Biblical Excellent Miracles 1” document, p. 105-107 
thus to clearly see that this unique “star” of prophet David, and this unique “crescent” of  
prophet Muhammad (peace be upon both of them) presented therein are exclusively and only 
clear and basic “Signs” which MUST always and only cause us to absolutely and unmistakably                 
remember that:                          

“AL-LAH is the One and Only Creator and the One and Only Possessor of all the “Stars” 
and the “Moons,” and all of the other “earthly or heavenly Objects” therein, in all Universe/s.            
So there is absolutely and only One God, and One Creator, and One Redeemer, and                     

One Helper: AL-LAH !             

(*Therefore, we MUST also certainly see and unmistakably understand here that to wrongfully attempt to use 

these clear and basic “Signs” above as something that could “redeem” or “help” someone, in any situation,              

would be an unforgivable Sin and idol worshipping that every truthful believer MUST absolutely and always 

refrain from, in the first place! So every truthful believer, whenever they see these clear and basic “Signs” above, 

henceforth MUST only and certainly remember thereby the absolute Oneness of AL-LAH and pray only to HIM 

and seek help only from HIM, wherever or in whatever situation they may be, at all times!)            

11- Give us help, (O HE), against the oppressor; futile is rescue by human. 

So here are the five “Fingers” (=please, see again “Psalms 8/3” in this respect here, on p. 9)--                        
of the “Right-Hand” (=i.e. thus only an allegorical reference again to those Ultimate “Five” 
Powers of GOD  in this respect; please, certainly see it again here, on p. 10)-- in the above Verse 
(=60/5), in this Perfect order again, now here thus:                                                            

             Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:    

                  5        4        3        2        1                               

                       =19x…    

12- With (the Help of) GOD we shall act valiantly, and He will tread down our oppressors!                 
(*So please, certainly see “A Fabulous Miracle 1 & 2” documents, p. 13 & p. 11 now, to clearly 
witness the destruction of these wicked oppressors in this respect again therein now!)  

(Psalms 60/11-12) 
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 image credit: 19covenant19.com (The first page of THE --QURAN-- TESTAMENT (=AL-KHABARU )                                                    
written in modern Arabic.) 

5- (Prophet David said): For You, O GOD, have hearkened to my vows, You have granted                     
the “Inheritance” (=i.e. the “Quran Testament;” so please, certainly see it within “Biblical 
Excellent Miracles 1” document, on p. 181-182 in this respect therein now)-- of those who fear                        
Your Name! 

6- So may You add “days” unto the “days” of the “king” (=thus a specific reference to his long 
awaited and anticipated Messiah “descendant,” i.e. this Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant 
here again now)-- may his years be like “generation” after “generation.” (*So please, also 
certainly see “Biblical Excellent Miracles 1” document, p. 112 in this respect now!)  

7- May he sit forever before GOD --(thus to continually serve HIM here, and in the hereafter,                
here in this case again now; Quran Testament 17/78-81 & 10/94-95 & 48/1-5, 29 & 93/1-11 & 
……)! So --thus especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- “Kindness,” 
and --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- “Truth ” appoint, that they may                     
(ask You to) protect him. 

8- Then I shall praise Your Name forever, to fulfill my vows “day” by “day!” 

(Psalms 61/5-8) 

So if we take those “days” unto “days” above (=61/6) --as a “minimum” measure herein--                
as all the days (=i.e. “7”  days & “7”  days) of a week now, and then those “generation” after 
“generation” above as (=120 years & 120 years; please, see it now in Genesis 6/3 in this regard, 
in the first place), and then those “day” by “day” as (=“1”  day & “1”  day) above (=61/8),                
here what we most Amazingly & most Wondrously see:   
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      according to Hebrew calendar            according to Gregorian calendar 

     days    days       years            years           day   day        days    days        years           years           day   day 

     7      7       120         120         1     1           7      7        120        120         1     1    

          =19x …                                       =19x … 

Thereafter, if we take those “days” unto “days” above (=61/6) --as a “maximum” measure now-- 
as all the days (=i.e. “355” or “365”  days & “355” or “365”  days) of a (Hebrew or/and 
Gregorian) year now, and then those “generation” after “generation” above again as (=120 
years & 120 years; please, see it again now in Genesis 6/3 in this regard, in the first place),                 
and then those “day” by “day” again as (=“1”  day & “1”  day) above (=61/8), here is what we  
most Amazingly & most Wondrously see: 

      according to Hebrew calendar            according to Gregorian calendar 

      day    day       years            years          days     days         day    day        years           years          days    days 

     1      1      120         120       355   353           1     1        120        120       365   366    

         =19x …                                      =19x … 

*Please, note that we have thus rightfully placed those minimum number of days (=i.e. “7”  days 
& “7”  days) in the very first places, on both sides, in the first case above, and then we have thus 
rightfully placed those maximum number of days (=i.e. “355” or “353” days & “365” or “366” 
days) in the very last places, on both sides, in the second case above.       
And in a regular Hebrew year the most number of days are “355” and the least number of days 
are “353” (*please, see it again in “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” document, on p. 115-121), 
and in a regular Gregorian year the least number of days are “365” and the most number of days 
are “366” (*please, see it again in “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” document, on p. 99-102), 
we have thus rightfully placed them in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary 
manner on both sides above, by this most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD herein 
again (=Quran Testament 74/26-30, 31 = 20/133 = 26/196-197 &  10/5 = 17/12), from the                 
very beginning! 
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                        image credit: freepik.com (two arrows) 

 

11- (Prophet David said): GOD has spoken once, and these “two” I have heard:    
“Power” --thus also and especially, due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- 
belongs to GOD,                

12- and Yours, O LORD, --thus also and especially, due to the right side of those “19” coded 
Tables here now-- is “Kindness!” For You will repay each man according to his deeds!  

(Psalms 62/11-12) 

So these “two” most fundamental and important Truth  that prophet David (peace be upon him) 
has thus heard from our Supreme LORD and thus proclaimed above (=62/11) each essentially 
consist of “three” Words in Hebrew therein:        

“Certainly Power belongs to GOD” (= ז    ֵלא�ִהֽים ֗ ֹ֝         (ּכִ֥ י    ע

“And to You, O LORD, belongs Kindness” (= סֶ ד         (ּוְל�ֽ   ֲאדֹנָ֥ י    ָח֑

So let us clearly see them in these Most AMAZING  & Most WONDROUS perfect orders,                           
now here thus: 

       “WORDS”    “heard”    “WORDS”    

                      3           <     2      >           3    

              =19x …  
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“WORD no:”   “WORD no:”   “WORD no:”        “heard”        “WORD no:”   “WORD no:”   “WORD no:”            

        1                    2                   3              <    2     >            3                   2                   1    

       >>>            <<<  

                =19x …  

         or/and 

“WORD no:”   “WORD no:”   “WORD no:”        “heard”        “WORD no:”   “WORD no:”   “WORD no:”            

        3                    1                   2              <    2     >            2                   1                   3    

       >>>            <<<  

                =19x …  
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                              image credit: clker.com (two hands) 

1- (Prophet David said): O GOD, You are my GOD, earnestly do I seek You; thirsted for You  
has my soul, longed for You has my flesh, in a “Land” (=please, see this long awaited and 
anticipated promised “Desert-Land” in Psalms 55/6-7 here again now, on p. 78 in the first 
place)-- dry and thirsty, that (seeks) for “waters!” 

*So here are those blessed “waters” (=i.e. basically H2O = Hydrogen, atomic no: 1 & 
Hydrogen, atomic no: 1 & Oxygen, atomic no: 8) unto this promised “Desert-Land” above,                
in these specific orders again, now, first of all, here thus: 

               waters            or/and       waters 

0001 01 08        08 01 0001 

              >>>>>>                      <<<<<< 

          =19x…                         =19x…       

2- So in the Sanctuary I have looked for You, to see --thus also and especially, on the left side of 
those “19” coded Tables therein now-- Your (Intellectual) “Power,” and --on the right side of 
those “19” coded Tables therein now-- Your (Intellectual) “Glory !” (*So please, e.g. certainly 
witness it within “A Consequential Miracle 1” document, on p. 22-30 in this respect therein now,               
in the first place!)   

3- Because better is Your --“19” coded-- “Kindness” (=Psalms 118/19-26) than life;                            
my lips do praise You! 
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4- So I shall bless You all my life; in Your NAME I shall lift up my --left & right-- “hands”                    
--(thus to serve You therein)! 

5- As with “milk ” and “fatness” is my soul satisfied (*so please, certainly see “A Festive 
Miracle” document, p. 14-16 and “A Tasteful Miracle” document, p. 8-9 now, to witness this 
heavenly “milk ” and “fatness” in this respect therein now!)-- and (thus) with singing lips                     
my mouth will praise (You)! 

So here are the blessed “fingers” of the --left & right-- “hands” of prophet David above, in this 
specific order again, now here thus: 

  finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no: 

       1            2           3   4          05       05          4           3          2           1    

             

     >>>>>>>                     <<<<<<<   

                          =19x…                  =19x…   

9- And those who seek destruction for my soul will go down into the depths of the earth. 

10- --(When/if they never truthfully repent and return to Him till the very last moment of their 
life here; Quran Testament 4/17-18)-- They shall be delivered into the hands of the sword, they 
shall be the portion of foxes. 

11- And the “king” (=thus a specific reference especially and also to his long awaited and 
anticipated Messiah “descendant,” i.e. this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here again 
now)-- shall rejoice in GOD, all those who swear by HIM will exult; and the mouth of those who 
speak falsehood will be shut (by GOD)! (=Quran Testament 77/34-37) 

(Psalms 63/1-5, 9-10-11) 
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1- (Prophet David said): All Praise is rightfully Yours, O GOD, in “Peak” (*please, see this    
long awaited and anticipated holy Desert-City and the “Peak” therein within “Universal 
Magnificent Miracles 2” document, on p. 52-54 in this respect therein now); and to You                            
the Vow shall be fulfilled. 

2- O Hearer of prayer, (thus) to You all flesh shall come! (=Psalms 55/6-8 = 87/1-3) 

3- Matters of iniquities have overwhelmed me; our transgressions You will pardon them. 

4- How blessed is the one whom You choose and draw near to dwell in Your “Courts!”    
May we be sated with --thus especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- 
“Goodness” of Your “House,” --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- 
“Holiness” of Your “Temple!” 

5- With awesome-deeds in “Righteousness” You will answer us, O GOD of our --“19” coded--

“Salvation” (=Psalms 118/19-26); O Security of all far off ends of earth and sea. (*So please, 
also certainly see it within “Universal Magnificent Miracles 1” document, on p. 49-51 in this 
respect therein now!) 

6- Who establishes “mountains” by His “Power,” Who is girded with “Might ,” (*So please, 
also certainly see it within “Universal Magnificent Miracles 1” document, on p. 26-27 in this 
respect again therein now!) 

7- Who calms the roar of the seas, the roar of their billows, and the multitude of regimes. 
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8- And (all) those who dwell in the furthest-ends are awed by Your --“19” coded-- “Signs” 

(=Psalms 118/19-26); (for) with the appearance of “morning” and “evening” You cause   
joyful-song! (*So please, certainly see it within “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” document, 
on p. 19-29 in this respect therein now!) 

 

And then also here are those total “6” months in which (at least) one such most miraculous 
“morning” and “evening” that would bring again such a “Joyful-Song” above (=65/8)                                               
thus basically start --(when/if we take them into account as perfect “round numbers” herein)--              
at these most miraculous “precise hours” in this long awaited and anticipated holy “Desert-City” 
(=i.e. Tucson, for/in the year: 2014), in these perfectly Symmetrical orders, also in this                   
respect now here thus: 

               in February                      in April  

morning  evening  morning  evening            morning  evening  morning  evening        

    7           6          7           6       ….  ….                         5           7           5           7       ….  …. 

       in May            in June 

morning  evening  morning  evening            morning  evening  morning  evening        

    5           7          5           7       ….  ….                         5           7           5           7       ….  …. 

       in July         in August 

morning  evening  morning  evening            morning  evening  morning  evening        

    5           7          5           7       ….  ….                         5           7           5           7       ….  …. 

              =19x…                          =19x…   

(Psalms 65/1-8) 
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (Hebrew Calendar) 

11- Prophet David said: (O LORD), You have crowned the “Year” of Your Goodness, and               
Your Paths drip with abundance. 

12- They drip unto the pastures of a “Desert” (*please, see it again in “Psalms 65/1-2” here, on   
p. 98) and the “hills” (therein) gird themselves with joy! 

(Psalms 65/11-12) 

 

==========             
To prevent Yom Kippur (=Day of Atonement) from falling on a friday or sunday,                                 
Rosh Hashanah (=Beginning of a new Year) cannot be a wednesday or friday. Likewise to 
prevent Hoshana Rabbah (=Day of Great Supplication) from falling on a saturday,                                
Rosh Hashanah (=Beginning of a new Year) cannot be on a sunday. This leaves only four days 
on which Rosh Hashanah (=Beginning of a new Year) can fall:       
Monday (=i.e. 2nd day of the Week in Hebrew calendar), or Tuesday (=i.e. 3rd day of the Week),  
or Thursday (=i.e. 5th day of the Week), or Saturday (=i.e. 7th day of the Week),     
which are referred to (by some Jewish scholars) as “four gates (to a new Year).” (source: 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hebrew_Calendar)          
========== 
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So these most specific “four  days” in Hebrew calendar above on which Rosh Hashanah 
(=Beginning of a new Year) may take place can be written only and exclusively in these two 
ways that would thus clearly and perfectly give us a multiple, now here thus: 

               day          day            day           day             day         day          day           day        

             3          5            7            2              2          3           7           5   

             Tuesday   Thursday   Saturday    Monday       Monday   Tuesday   Saturday   Thursday      

                      =19x…                                 =19x…   

So because that in Gregorian calendar the “Beginning of a new Year” can take place in each and 
every one of those “seven days” of the Week, we shall thus see it now in a perfectly parallel and 
absolutely complementary manner with those most specific “four  days” above again, now here 
thus: 

  day       day      day      day     day      day        day                        day       day      day     day     day       day        day        

   1        3       5        7       2        4         6         1        2        3       7       5        4         6  

Sunday   Tues.   Thurs.   Satur.   Mon.   Wednes.   Fri.                         Sunday   Mon.   Tues.   Satur.   Thurs.   Wednes.   Fri.      

                      =19x…                                 =19x…   

 

Thereafter, we should also know here that due to the Rosh Hashanah (=Beginning of a new 
Year) postponement rules in Hebrew calendar above, a most fundamental and basic one cycle of 
“19” Jewish years (=please, certainly see it within “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” 
document, on p. 115-121 therein now) can be either “6939” or “6940” or “6941” or “6942” days 
in duration. Since none of these values is evenly divisible by seven, Jewish calendar exactly 

repeats only following 36288 metonic cycles (=i.e. 689472 = 19x… years). But there is a                       

near repetition every 247 (=i.e. 19x13) years! (source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hebrew_Calendar) 
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So therefore, thus exactly after “thirteen” such most basic and fundamental “19” year cycles of 
Jewish calendar, we can thus clearly and perfectly witness a new near identical “19” year cycle 
again, in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific manner, now here thus: 

                 =19x…           =19x… 

  7     6     5     4      3     2     1   7     6     5     4      3      2     1 

 19     19    19     19    19    19    19  19     19    19     19    19     19    19     
years   years   years   years   years   years   years                  years   years   years   years   years   years   years        
near                           near  

identical     <            <           <         <      <  <                      < <            <            <            <            <        identical        

^             ^              

.         =19x…          =19x… 

*Please, certainly note that each of those “19”  years above can also thus openly be written                    
in that exact same manner above again, for/in those both sides above, now here thus: 

     19  18  17  16  15  14  13  12         19  18  17  16  15  14  13  12      .     
.     11  10  9  8  7  6  5  4  3  2  1        11  10  9  8  7  6  5  4  3  2  1  

                       <<<<<                             <<<<<              

      =19x…               =19x… 

by all of these most Wise and perfect Designs of our Supreme LORD herein again                          
(=Quran Testament 74/26-30, 31 = 20/133 = 26/196-197 &  10/5 = 5/44-45), from the very 
beginning! 
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  image credit: c.wikimedia.org (silver & golden wings) 

11- (Prophet David said): The LORD issued a declaration, the heralds are a mighty host. 

12- Kings of hosts flee, they flee, and a dweller of the house apportions the booty. 

13- So when you lie down between --left & right-- two boundaries, you will be like the wings of 
a “dove” coated with “silver,” and her pinions with yellow “gold!” 

14- When the ALMIGHTY scatters “kings;” in it shall be whitened as snow those in shadowy 
darkness! (So please, see “A Phenomenal Miracle 1 & 2” documents, p. 16-17 & p. 15-16 now, 
to see these scattered --despotic & ruthless-- “kings” in this respect therein now!) 

(Psalms 68/11-14) 

 

So let us clearly see those most precious “silver” wings, and “gold” pinions of that blessed 
“dove” in this respect above (=68/13), in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect 
orders, now here thus: 
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                             image credit: chemicalelements.com (gold) 

 
Gold (Au)                
Atomic number: 79        Number of Energy Levels: Six  
         
Number of Protons: 79       First Energy Level:        2 (electrons)  
Number of Electrons: 79   >>>   Second Energy Level:      8 (electrons)  
Number of Neutrons: 118    Third Energy Level:     18 (electrons) 
       Fourth  Energy Level:     32 (electrons) 
       Fifth  Energy Level:        18 (electrons) 
       Sixth Energy Level:          1 (electron)  
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                                                                  image credit: chemicalelements.com (silver) 

 
Silver (Ag)                
Atomic number: 47        Number of Energy Levels: Five  
        
Number of Protons: 47       First Energy Level:        2 (electrons)  
Number of Electrons: 47   >>>   Second Energy Level:      8 (electrons)  
Number of Neutrons:  61    Third Energy Level:     18 (electrons) 
       Fourth  Energy Level:     18 (electrons) 
       Fifth  Energy Level:          1 (electrons) 
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                  “Gold” 

energy levels                    energy levels 

            6     5     4     3     2     1                             1     2     3     4     5     6 

           01   18   32   18   08   02              197              02   08   18   32   18   01     
      (protons  +  neutrons) 

          <<<<<<                       =19x…              >>>>>> 

  

                  “Silver” 

  energy levels                    energy levels 

                 5     4     3     2     1                                1      2     3     4     5      

                01   18   18   08   002              108                002   08   18   18   01       
                 (protons  +  neutrons) 

          <<<<<<                       =19x…              >>>>>>  

in this perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner, for/on both sides, above,                     
one after the other; by this most Wise and perfect Design of our Supreme LORD  in this regard 
here again (=Quran Testament 74/26-31 = 20/133 = 26/196-197 & 22/23 = 76/21), from the very 
beginning!  

*And please, note that we have thus rightfully placed all of those “energy levels” above like 
“ two wings or/and two pinions” --on the left side & on the right side-- above, because it has 
specifically thus been indicated above (=Psalms 68/13) by our Supreme LORD therein again,            
in the first place!  
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17- (Prophet David said): The Servants of GOD are “twice ten-thousand,” “ thousands”                     
of Angels; the LORD (=i.e. with HIS Ultimate Support, from Above, therein) is among them,           
at Crest, in Holiness! 

18- When you have gone up to the hills, you took “captives” (therein), you have (thus) taken 
gifts of humans, and of “rebels,” to dwell --(therein, under the Commandments of)-- HE GOD!    
(*So please, certainly see “A Glorious Miracle” document, p. 14 now, to clearly witness these                    
kind of --hypocrite or disbeliever-- “captives” and “rebels” in this respect therein now!)  

19- Blessed is the LORD, day by day He loads us --(with these most Wonderful and matchless                  

beneficial “Works”), the GOD of our --“19” coded-- “Salvation” (=Psalms 118/19-26)! (Selah) 

20- GOD is a GOD of --“19” coded-- “Salvations” for us (=Psalms 118/19-26);     
and HE, the LORD, (thus) rescues (us) from death (=i.e. all sorts of darkness, disbelief)! 

(Psalms 68/17-20) 

So when we write those blessed “ twice ten-thousand” (=i.e. as “twenty thousand” here) 
Angels, and then those “thousands” of Angels, and then, thus in the very first place, our 
Supreme LORD  (=i.e. with HIS Ultimate Support, from Above, therein) among them (=68/17) 
in this specific manner, here is what we Clearly and Perfectly see, in the first place: 

Angels      …    …   …    Angels   …       …       …         LORD      

20000    1000   1000   1000   1000   1000   1000   1000         1     

                                     =19x…       

And thereafter, when we write those blessed “ twice ten-thousand” (=i.e. as “ten thousand” & 
“ ten thousand” here) Angels, and then those “thousands” of Angels, and then, thus in the very 
first place again, our Supreme LORD  (=i.e. with HIS Ultimate Support, from Above, therein) 
among them (=68/17) in this specific manner, here is what we Clearly and Perfectly see: 
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      Angels            …   … …   Angels   …       …      …      …      …      …      …         LORD  

10000  10000    1000  1000  1000  1000  1000  1000  1000  1000  1000  1000  1000         1     

                                                     =19x…               

So in the first case above, there is: 

   “twenty-thousand”        “thousand”              “ONE”          

                 1           7                       1 

                       =19x…               

And in the second case above, there is: 

     “ ten-thousand”           “thousand”              “ONE”          

                 2       8 _ 3                    1 

                       =19x…               

*Please, note that because that immediately after those three “thousands” (=1000 1000 1000) we may also get a 

multiple (=i.e. 19x …) in the second case above therein, so we can thus legitimately place those eleven 

“thousands” perfectly as 8 and 3 (=i.e. 11 in total) therein, in the second case above.  
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             image credit: polliacks.co.za (tambourine) 

24- (Prophet David said): They have seen Your “Ways,” O GOD; the --“19” coded-- “Ways” 

(=Psalms 118/19-26) of --on the left side therein now-- my GOD, --on the right side therein 
now-- my KING , in Holiness! 

25- First the singers went, then the musicians in the midst of maidens, playing “tambourines.” 

26- In assemblies bless GOD; bless my LORD (all those who are) from the fountain of Israel. 

27- There “Benjamin” the youngest rules them, the princes of “Judah” their company;                        
the princes of “Zebulun,” (and) the princes of “Naphtali.” 

28- (Please), summon --thus especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- 
Your (Intellectual) “Power,” O GOD, (and) display --thus especially, on the right side of those 
“19” coded Tables here now-- (Your Intellectual) “Power,” O GOD, that which You have (thus) 
designed for us! 

(Psalms 68/24-28) 

So here are those blessed “Sons” of Israel above (=68/27) according to their “birth no.’s” here:  

“Judah” is the 4th son of Israel;           

“Naphtali” is the 6th son of Israel;            

“Zebulun” is the 10th son of Israel;          

“Benjamin” is the 12th son of Israel;          
(*Please, see it in Torah, Genesis 29/31-35 & 30/1-24 & 35/16-20 now, in the first place.) 

So here they are now, in this perfect oder:    
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Naphtali  Benjamin    Zebulun  Judah                    

           6            12             10          4        

      ̂                  ̂             ̂               ̂             

             =19x…               

Thereafter, here are those blessed “Sons” of Israel above (=68/27) according to their “birth no’s” 
again, now here thus:  

“Judah” is the 4th son of Israel --(by his wife Leah);        

“Naphtali” is the 2nd  son of Israel --(by his wife Bilhah; *she is the maid of Rachel);    

“Zebulun” is the 6th son of Israel --(by his wife Leah);       

“Benjamin” is the 2nd son of Israel --(by his wife Rachel);       
(*Please, see it in Torah, Genesis 29/31-35 & 30/1-24 & 35/16-20 now, in the first place.) 

So again, here they are now, in this perfect order:           

     Zebulun  Judah    Naphtali  Benjamin       

                    6          4             2             2         

           ̂              ̂             ̂                 ̂                        

  =19x…               
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        image credit: commons.wikimedia.org (coins of silver)  

29- (Prophet David said): Because of Your Sanctuary, upon “Land-of-Peace” (*please, see                         
this long awaited and anticipated “Sanctuary” that shall be built in this “Land-of-Peace,” in this 
Final Age now, within “Psalms 65/1-2” here, on p. 98, in the first place)-- to You the kings shall 
deliver tribute. (=Quran Testament 3/96-97) 

30- Rebuke the company of spearmen, the assembly of “bulls” among the “calves” of peoples, 
until each prostrates himself (before GOD) with pieces of “silver;” (for) He scatters                        
(those) peoples who desire battles. 

31- The nobles shall come from Egypt, (and) Ethiopia shall hasten its hands to GOD. 

32- O (all) kingdoms of the earth, --thus especially, due to the left side of those “19” coded 
Tables here now-- “sing” to GOD, --due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- 
“chant” to LORD!   

(Psalms 68/29-32) 

 

So here are those “bulls” (diploid: full/double chromosome number: 60) and the “calves” 
(diploid: full/double chromosome number: 60), and those “pieces” of “ silver” (=atomic no: 47),   
in these specific orders, now here thus: 

 

silver  silver  calf  calf                bull   bull   silver  silver  silver  silver      

  47        47      60    60             60     60      47       47       47       47      

             =19x…                              =19x…             
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*Please, note that because that such blessed “bulls” could be at least “twice” the size or/and 
weight of such blessed “calves” above, so there are thus at least “2”  pieces of “silver” required 
with each one of them, and “1”  piece of “silver” required with each of those “calves” above,               
in this regard (=68/30), respectively.          
And thereafter, we can also perfectly place therein, (in total):      
“11”  pieces of “silver” on the left side, and “22”  pieces of “silver” on the right side,    
or/and “20”  pieces of “silver” on the left side, and “40”  pieces of “silver” on the right side, 
or/and “29”  pieces of “silver” on the left side, and “58”  pieces of “silver” on the right side, 
or/and (in this respect, ultimately)           

“38”  (=19x2) pieces of “silver” on the left side, and “76”  (=19x4) pieces of “silver” on the 

right side above, that would thus perfectly give a multiple (=i.e. 19x…) on both sides again 

(ultimately) therein!    
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                      image credit: freepik.com (two arrows) 

1- (Prophet David said): Incline, O HE, Your Ear and answer me, for I am poor and destitute. 

2- Guard my soul, for I am devout; save Your servant, O You, my GOD, who trusts in You! 

3- Show me favor, O LORD, for to You I call all day long. 

4- Gladden the soul of Your servant, for I lift up my soul to You, O LORD! 

5- For You, O LORD, are good and forgiving, and abundantly Kind to all who call upon You. 

6- Hear, O HE, my prayer, and heed the voice of my supplications! 

7- I call upon You on the day of my distress, for You will answer me. 

8- There is none like You among the “gods” (=i.e. a reference to all of those false and imaginary 
“gods” that many people have concocted in their own minds, or/and all of those false 
“authorities” who have claimed to be or/and have acted as if they were “gods” on earth)--                    
O LORD, and so there is none (who could create among none of them) like Your --“19” coded,                    

most Superb and matchless-- “Works” (here now; Psalms 118/19-26)! 

9- So --(when they clearly see and unmistakably perceive this one and only “Truth ” here)--                
all the nations that You have made shall come and bow down before You --(*please, see it within 
“Psalms 65/1-2” here again, on p. 98 in this regard, in the first place)-- O LORD, and will                  
give Glory to Your NAME. 

10- For You are Great, and a Worker of --“19” coded, most Superb and matchless-- “Wonders” 

(=Psalms 118/19-26); You, O GOD, Alone! (=Quran Testament 112/1-4 = 17/88 = 74/26-31) 
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11- Show me, O HE, Your “Way,” that I may walk in Your --“19” coded-- “Truth ” (=Psalms 

118/19-26); unite my heart to fear Your NAME. 

12- I will thank You, O LORD, my GOD, with all my heart, and I will give honor to                            
Your NAME forever! (=Quran Testament 38/25-26) 

13- For Your Kindness is great toward me, and You have rescued my soul from the deepest 
grave (=i.e. all sorts of darkness, ignorance). 

14- O GOD, the transgressors have arisen against me, and a company of ruthless-ones has sought 
my soul; (because) they have not set You (=i.e. Your MESSAGE) in front of themselves! 

15- And You, O LORD, are GOD, the Merciful and the Gracious, Slow to Anger, and Abundant                      
in --thus also and especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- “Kindness,” 
and --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- “Truth !” 

16- Turn to me, and show me Favor; give Your “Strength” (=i.e. “Steadfastness” in His Way)        
unto Your servant, and (thus) save the son of Your handmaid. 

17- Display for “me” (=thus a specific reference also and especially to his Messiah “descendant” 

here again now) a --“19” coded-- “Sign” of (Your) “Goodness” (=Psalms 118/19-26), so that 
those who hate “me” see and be ashamed; for You, O HE, have --thus especially, due to the left 
side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- helped me, and --due to the right side of those                  
“19” coded Tables here now-- comforted me --(right here)! 

(Psalms 86/1-17) 

 

So here, first of all, when we specifically take into account all of those “odd” numbered Verses 
(=i.e. 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17) in this most specific Psalm (86) in this respect above, here is 
what we Most AMAZINGLY  & Most WONDROUSLY see: 
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         towards “left”        (or/and)       towards “right ” 

      17  15  13  11  9  7  5  1  3                  5  1  3  7  9  11  13  15  17        

 <     <     <    <    <   <          >   >    >     >     >    >   

             =19x…    =19x…     =19x…    =19x…          

And thereafter, when we specifically take into account all of those “even” numbered Verses 
(=i.e. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16) in this most specific Psalm (86) in this respect above, here is what we 
Most AMAZINGLY  & Most WONDROUSLY see: 

            towards “left”        (or/and)   towards “right ”  

               10  8  6  4  2  12  16                    12  16  2  4  6  8  10          

            <   <  <   <  <           >   >  >   >   >   

            =19x…    =19x…       =19x…    =19x…         

 

*Please, note that we have specifically excluded number “14” from among all of those even 
numbered Verses --within the left side & within the right side-- above, because that is the only 
Verse in which those “transgressors” and “ruthless-ones” have thus been mentioned in this 
exclusive manner here (=68/14) throughout this most specific Psalm (86) in this respect above!   
So by these Most AMAZING  & Most WONDROUS Miracles, i.e. this perfect “Sign” from  
our Supreme LORD above (=Psalms 68/17), those who would wilfully hate this most critical  
and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here now have thus utterly been 
“humiliated” and “ashamed” therein in this respect (=68/14), as prophet David (peace be upon 
him) has thus earnestly requested it from HE here in this respect above (=Psalm 68/17)!   
(*So please, also certainly see this most fundamental and basic --(excluding & eliminating)-- 
property of this “19” coded,  most Superb and matchless “Symmetrical Miracles”                                     
in “Quran Testament 74/27-30” in this respect again now here, on p. 1-2 in the first place!) 
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (an awe-inspiring sky) 

7- GOD has spoken unto His “holy-one” (=thus a specific reference to His servant David,          
and thereby also to his long awaited and anticipated Messiah “descendant” here again now),                        
--and HE said:    

I will exult, I will apportion (1) “Shechem,” and the valley of (2) “Succoth” I will measure out, 

8- Mine is (3) “Gilead,” mine is (4) “Manasseh;”        
and (5) “Ephraim ” is the Stronghold of My Head, (6) “Judah” is My Own Scepter, 

9- “Moab” (7) is My Washbasin, upon “Edom” (8) I will cast My Shoe (=i.e. rightfully                         
“ let them go out”) in this respect here), (and) over “Philistia” (9) I will shout-triumphantly! 
(Psalms 108/7-9) 

So let us clearly see all of those specific “Names” above, in their precise order therein, in this  
Most AMAZING  & Most WONDROUS perfect manner, now here thus: 

“Shechem”  “ Succoth”  “ Moab” “ Gilead”          “Judah”  “ Philistia” “ Ephraim ”  “ Manasseh”     

       1               2             7           3                   6             9              5                  4    

  >                  >               ̂              >                 <           ^    <                 < 

         =19x…                          =19x…               
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Please, note that “Edom” is thus rightfully “excluded & eliminated” from both sides above, 
based on this most specific Instruction of our Supreme LORD in this regard therein above 
(=108/9)! (*So please, also certainly see it in the light of “Quran Testament 2/106” within                 
“A BreathTaking Miracle 2” document, on p. 16 in this respect therein now!) 

Thereafter, we should also clearly see that in those above Verses (=108/7-9) only these three 
“Names:” (=i.e. “Manasseh” and “Ephraim” and “Judah”) are thus also the specific “Names” 
of the Sons of prophet Joseph and Israel (peace be upon both of them) therein.     
So let us clearly see them, now here thus: 

“Manasseh” is among those blessed “2”  sons of prophet Joseph; (=Torah, Genesis 48/1-2)  
“Ephraim” is among those blessed “2”  sons of prophet Joseph; (=Torah, Genesis 48/1-2)  
“Judah” is among those blessed “8”  sons of prophet Israel --(i.e. specifically among those that 
were born by her wife Leah and her maid Zilpah  therein); (=Torah, Genesis 29/31-35, 30/9-20)                
So here they are now, in this perfect order:  

“Manasseh”   “Ephraim”   “Judah” 

         2         2      8 

                         =19x…         

And then, --(when/if we start to count from the last one to the first one, in order of their birth)-- 
“Manasseh” is no: “2”  and “Ephraim” is no: “1”  and “Judah” is no: “5” therein                        
--(specifically among those “eight” sons again, as emphasized above).                                                            
So here they are now, this time, in this perfect order: 

    “Ephraim”   “Judah”    “Manasseh”    

            1         5       2 

                         =19x…         
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (a mosaic of 12 tribes of Israel) 

6- (Prophet David said): The Doer of “Righteous-Deeds” is HE, and “Judgments” for all the 
oppressed. 

7- He made known --thus especially, regarding the left side of those “19” coded Tables here 
now-- His “Ways” to Moses, and --regarding the right side of those “19” coded Tables here 
now-- His “Actions” to the Sons of Israel! 

8- Merciful and Gracious is HE, Slow to Anger, and Abundant in --“19” coded-- “Kindness!” 

(=Psalms 118/19-26) 

(Psalms 103/6-8) 

So here is prophet Moses, and the -twelve- Sons, and prophet Israel (peace be upon all of them) 
therein above, in this perfect order, first of all, now here thus: 

  Moses    Sons    Israel 

      1        12        1 

                         =19x…         
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Now among all of those twelve “Sons” of prophet “Israel” above:       
6 of them (=Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Issachar, Zebulun) were born by his wife Leah,   
2 of them (=Gad, Asher) were born by his wife Zilpah  (=Leah’s maid);     
(*Please, see it in Genesis 29/31-35 & 30/9-20 now, in the first place.)          

2 of them (=Joseph, Benjamin) were born by his wife Rachel,                               
2 of them (=Dan, Naphtali) were born by his wife Bilhah (=Rachel’s maid);    
(*Please, see it in Genesis 30/22-24, 35/16-18 & 30/1-8 now, in the first place.)       

So here they are now, in these perfect orders: 

Moses    Sons by Leah &  Zilpah     Sons by Rachel &  Bilhah     Israel 

          01                                6            2                       2            2           01  

                         =19x…         

                 or/and 

Moses    Sons by Rachel + Bilhah    Sons by Leah + Zilpah      Israel 

          01                                         4                                  8                 01  

                         =19x…         
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image credit: enchantedlearning.com (right-hand) 

16- (Prophet David said): Because that he (=i.e. such a despotic disbeliever therein) never 
remembered to do kindness, and (instead) he pursued the poor man and the destitute, and the 
brokenhearted to kill, 

17- And he loved the curse, and it has come upon him; he did not desire blessing, so it has stayed  
far from him. 

18- And he donned the curse like his robe; and it has come like “water” into his innards, and like 
“oil” into his bones. 

19- May it be to him like a garment in which he wraps himself, and a girdle with which he 
constantly girds himself! 

So here is that “water” (=density: 998 kg/m3 at ~20 oC, 1 atm), and “oil” (=density: 922 kg/m3                  

at ~20 oC, 1 atm), in these specific orders, first of all, now here thus: 

“water”        “oil”     

998  998  998  998  998  998        922  922  922  922  922  922          
998  998  998  998  998  998        922  922  922  922  922  922    
….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….         ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   
….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….         ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   …. 

                      =19x…                                                     =19x…         
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20- This is the reward of my accusers from HE, and of those (unjustly and deliberately) speaking 
evil against my “soul.” 

21- And You, O HE, the LORD, deal with me for the sake of Your NAME; because Good is 

Your --“19” coded-- “Kindness” --on the left side therein-- (=Psalms 118/19-26), rescue me. 

22- For I am poor and destitute, and my “heart” is wounded within me. 

23- I am gone like a shadow that declines; I am tossed about like a locust. 

24- My “knees” are feeble from fasting, and my “flesh” has failed of fatness. 

25- And I have become a disgrace to them, they see me and shake their “head.” 

26- Help me, O HE, my GOD, save me, according to Your --“19” coded-- “Kindness” --on the 

right side therein-- (=Psalms 118/19-26)! 

27- Let them know that this is Your “Hand,” that You, O HE, have made it happen! 

So here are the five “Fingers” (=please, see again “Psalms 8/3” in this respect here, on p. 9)--                        
of the “Hand” (=i.e. thus only an allegorical reference again to those Ultimate “Five” Powers 
of GOD  in this respect; please, certainly see it again here, on p. 10), in this Perfect order again, 
now here thus:                        

             Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:    

                  5        4        3        2        1                               

                       =19x…    

28- Let them curse, but You will bless; they have risen, but they will be shamed, and                      
Your servant will rejoice --(with Your “Salvation!”) 

29- May my (unjust and wilfull) accusers --(when/if they never truthfully repent and return to 
Him till the very last moment of their life here; Quran Testament 8/38 & 4/17-18)-- be clothed            
in humiliation, and may they wrap themselves as in a robe in their shame. 
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30- I will thank HE exceedingly with my “mouth,” and in the midst of the multitudes I will 
praise Him! 

31- For He stands at (=i.e. watches over and supports) the “right-hand ” of the destitute, to save 
(him) from those who (unjustly and deliberately) condemn his “soul.” 

(Psalms 109/16-31) 

    

So here are all of those specific human “parts/organs” above, beginning from this most special 
Verse (=109/20) therein, in this respect, now here thus: 

   “soul”  “ heart”  “ knees”  “ flesh”                “soul”  “ heads”  “ mouth”  “ right-hand ” 

      1          1          2           1                          1          3            1               1 

                      =19x…                                                    =19x…         

*Please, note that all of those (in “singular” form; i.e. --one--) “soul” and “heart” and “flesh” 
and “mouth” and “right-hand ” and “soul” again, and then (in “plural” form; i.e. --two--) 
“knees” thus belong to prophet David (peace be upon him) above (=109/20, 22, 24, 30, 31, 31, 
and 24); and only those “head” belong to those others above (=109/25); and because that it is 
emphasized as “their head” therein, we have rightfully taken it into account as --at least-- three 
“heads” above --(*in Hebrew this kind of plural form may indicate at least “three” people 
therein).        
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                          image credit: commons.wikimedia.org (a brook) 

1- (Prophet David said): HE said unto my “soldier-commander” (=thus a specific reference to                        
his long awaited and anticipated Messiah “descendant,” i.e. this “Messenger/MESSAGE of                   
the Covenant” here in this respect now): Sit at My “Right-Hand,” till I make your “enemies”               
a stool for your “feet!” 

So here are the five “Fingers” (=please, see again “Psalms 8/3” in this respect here, on p. 9)--                        
of the “Right-Hand” (=i.e. thus only an allegorical reference again to those Ultimate “Five” 
Powers of GOD  in this respect; please, certainly see it again here, on p. 10), in this Perfect order 
again, now here thus:                        

                     Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:    

                    5     4     3     2     1                     

                                   =19x…                       

And here are the blessed “fingers” of the --left & right-- “feet” of that anticipated Messiah 
“descendant” of prophet David above, in these specific orders, now here thus: 

         finger no:  finger no:  finger no:  finger no:  finger no:    finger no:  finger no:  finger no:  finger no:  finger no: 

               1            2          3          4         05      05          4          3         2          1                 

   >>>>>>>                  <<<<<<<                                      

.=19x…                    =19x…   
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2- The staff of your --“19” coded-- “Strength” (=Psalms 118/19-26) HE will send from “Peak” 
(=please, see it again in “Psalms 65/1-2” here, on p. 98 in this respect, in the first place)-- 
(saying): Rule in the midst of your “enemies!” (*So please, see “A Glorious Miracle” document, 
p. 14 now, to clearly witness the victorious “Ruling” over all of those --hypocrite & despotic--
“enemies” in this respect therein now!) 

3- Your people volunteer on the day of your “Campaign,” due to the majestic Sanctity, --thus 
especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- from the “inception,” --on the 
right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- from the “dawn,” you retain the “dew” of your 
youth! 

4- HE has sworn, and does not relent: “You are (thus) a “priest” (=i.e. a human “learner,” who 
worships GOD alone and thus absolutely “learns” from HIM, and then delivers to all others what 
he has “learned” from HIM)-- forever --(here in this case again now; Quran Testament 17/78-81 
& 10/94-95 & 48/1-5, 29 & 93/1-11)-- upon the principle of “Kingdom of Righteousness!” 

5- The LORD is at your “right-hand ” (=i.e. watches over and supports your “right-hand ”); 
(thereby) He crushes “kings” on the day of His anger!        
(*So please, see “A Phenomenal Miracle 1 & 2” documents, p. 16-17 & 15-16 now, to clearly 
witness all of these crushed --despotic & tyrannical-- “kings” in this respect therein now!) 

6- He will judge among the peoples that are filled with corpses (=Quran Testament 44/10-16). 
And (again) He will crush the --despotic & tyrannical-- “leaders” of many lands! 

7- And “he” (=thus a specific reference to the long awaited and anticipated Messiah 
“descendant” of prophet David (peace be upon him), i.e. this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the 
Covenant” here again in this respect now)-- shall drink from a “brook” along the --“19” coded--

“Way” (here now: Psalms 118/19-26); therefore He shall lift up the head --(of him and of all of 
those truthful believers who will follow him in this respect therein now; Quran Testament                  
74/26-31 = 3/31-32 = 12/108)!            
(*So please, see “A Festive Miracle” document, p. 14-16 now, to clearly witness this blessed 
“brook” in this respect, first of all, therein now!) 
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So here are the “waters” (=i.e. basically H2O = Hydrogen, atomic no: 1 & Hydrogen, atomic 
no: 1 & Oxygen, atomic no: 8)-- of that blessed “brook” above, in this specific order,    
now here thus: 

                        waters           

…  1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8  …                    waters          

…  1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8  …     …  1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8  …    

…  1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8  … …  1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8  …       

      …  1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8  …             

               > > > > > > > > > > >             > > > > > > > > > > >               

          =19x…                  =19x…           

 

(Psalms 110/1-7) 
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (a mosaic of 12 tribes of Israel) 

 

2- Let (all the “tribes” of) “ Israel” say now: For enduring-forever is His --“19” coded-- 

“Kindness” (=Psalms 118/19-26)!        

3- Let the house of “Aaron” say now: For enduring-forever is His --“19” coded--                 

“Kindness” (=Psalms 118/19-26)!      

(Psalms 118/2-3) 

So here is prophet Israel, with all of those -twelve- tribes of him, and prophet Aaron (peace be 
upon all of them), in this perfect order, first of all again, now here thus: 

  Israel    tribes    Aaron 

     1         12         1 

                         =19x…         
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Now among all of those twelve “ tribes” of prophet “Israel” above:     
5 of them (=Reuben, Simeon, Judah, Issachar, Zebulun) were born by his wife Leah,     
2 of them (=Gad, Asher) were born by his wife Zilpah  (=Leah’s maid);     
(*Please, see it in Genesis 29/31-35 & 30/9-20 now, in the first place.)        
       

3 of them (=Manasseh, Ephraim , / Benjamin) were born through / by his wife Rachel,    
(*please, note that because that the “tribe” of Levi were already counted under the house of Aaron (=Torah, 

Numbers 18/6) they would have no portion in this regard above (=Torah, Deuteronomy 18/1-2);       

so prophet Joseph’s two sons (=Manasseh and Ephraim) are counted like/among Israel’s own “sons” above, as it is 

clearly thus instructed in this respect here (=Torah, Genesis 48/1-5), in the first place.        

2 of them (=Dan, Naphtali) were born by his wife Bilhah (=Rachel’s maid);    
(*Please, see it in Genesis 30/22-24, 35/16-18 & 30/1-8 now, in the first place.)       

So here they are now, in these perfect orders: 

Israel    Tribes by Rachel &  Leah    Tribes by Bilhah &  Zilpah       Aaron 

           1                                  2 _ 1       5                         2             2             1  

                         =19x…         

     or/and 

Israel   Tribes by Zilpah &  Bilhah     Tribes by Leah &  Rachel      Aaron 

           1                                      2             2                         5           3              1  

                         =19x…                      

*Please, note that in the first case above, we have rightfully written those “two” sons of Joseph 
(=Manasseh and Ephraim),  and “one” son of Rachel (=Benjamin) in this specific manner                     
(=2 _ 1) therein, thus under “Rachel” (=i.e. mother of Joseph, and so grandmother of Manasseh 
and Ephraim) therein, in this respect, in the first place. 
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image credit: tnstateparks.com (twin blessings) 

1- Give-thanks to HE, for He is Good;  --(1)         

For enduring-forever is His --“19” coded-- “Kindness” (=Psalms 118/19-26)!     

2- Let Israel say now:  --(2)           

For enduring-forever is His --“19” coded-- “Kindness” (=Psalms 118/19-26)!      

3- Let the house of Aaron say now:  --(3)         

For enduring-forever is His --“19” coded-- “Kindness” (=Psalms 118/19-26)!     

4- Let those who fear HE say now:  --(4)         

For enduring-forever is His --“19” coded-- “Kindness” (=Psalms 118/19-26)!  

29- Give-thanks to HE, for He is Good;  --(5)        

For enduring-forever is His --“19” coded-- “Kindness” (=Psalms 118/19-26)!  

(Psalms 118/1-4, 29) 

So here when we place this “most special Utterance” (=i.e. “ For enduring-forever is His --“19” 
coded-- “Kindness!” ) which is repeated exactly “five” times in this most special Psalm (118)               
in this respect above, here is what we Most AMAZINGLY  & Most WONDROUSLY see: 

Good   Good   say   say   say      (or/and) say   say   say  Good   Good    

   5        1       2     4     3                 4     2     3      5         1 

       <<       >>       ^                ^  >>              << 

              =19x…                     =19x…         
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image credit: 19covenant19.com (The first page of THE --QURAN-- TESTAMENT (=AL-KHABARU )                                                    
written in modern Arabic.) 

15- (Prophet David said): The sound of “Singing” and “Salvation” is in the Tents of the 
Righteous. (For) the “Right-Hand” of HE does Valiantly! 

16- The “Right-Hand” of HE --thus especially, for/on the left side of those “19” coded Tables 
here now-- is raised High, the “Right-Hand” of HE --for/on the right side of those “19” coded 
Tables here now-- does Valiantly! 

So here are the five “Fingers” (=please, see again “Psalms 8/3” in this respect here, on p. 9)--                        
of the “Right-Hand” (=i.e. thus only an allegorical reference again to those Ultimate “Five” 
Powers of GOD  in this respect; please, certainly see it again here, on p. 10), in this Perfect 
order, --for/on the left side & for/on the right side therein-- now here thus:                        

 “Right-Hand” of HE               “Right-Hand” of HE 

Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:                   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no: 

  5      4       3      2      1      5      4       3      2      1      

              =19x…           =19x…    
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17- I did not die! But I live, that I may relate the “Works” of HE! 

18- (For) HE has chastened me exceedingly, but He did not give me over to death. 

19- (Then) open for me the --“19”  coded-- “Gates” of “ Righteousness,” I will enter them 

and thank HE! 

20- This is the --“19”  coded-- “Gate” of HE --(above), the Righteous shall enter through it! 

21- I thank You, (O HE), for You have answered me, and You have become for me a Salvation. 

22- The “Stone” despised by the builders (=thus a reference to “Quran” which was sent down                
to prophet Muhammad (p.b.u.h.), the honorable ancestor of this “Messenger of the Covenant,”                    
in Literary and Metaphorical manner therein) has become the “CornerStone” (=thus a reference 
here to this “Quran Testament” (=Al-Khabaru, in modern Arabic above)                                              
which is given to this “Messenger of the Covenant,” the long awaited and anticipated (Messiah 
and Mahdee) descendant of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon both of 
them) now, as a new Scripture by/from AL-LAH in Mathematical and Scientific manner herein.) 
(*So please, also certainly see it again in “Quran Testament,” within the “Introduction ,” in 
this respect therein now!)                                  

23- This has been done by GOD; and it is wondrous in our eyes!      
24- This is the Day (=i.e. Millennium ; 90/4)-- GOD has made; let us rejoice and be glad in it.  
25- Please, O GOD, then --on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here-- save (us) now; 
please, O GOD, then --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here-- help (us) now!                

26- Blessed is “he” (=a reference again to this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” the 
long awaited and anticipated Messiah and Mahdee “descendant” of prophet David and prophet 
Muhammad; peace be upon both of them) who comes (as HIS promised Servant here now) under 
the Name of GOD; we (=all honorable Prophets therein, by all of their such most miraculous 
Prophecies here now)-- thus bless you from the House of GOD!         

(*So please, also absolutely see again Torah, Deut. 18/17-19 = Psalms 118/19-26 above, 

within “Biblical Excellent Miracles 1” document, on p. 181-182 in this respect therein now,               
in this Final Age!)    
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27- The (One and Only) GOD is HE; He (thus) illuminated for us!       
(Then) bind the “festival-offering” with cords until the (four) “corners/horns” of the Altar! 

28- You are my GOD I will --thus also and especially, due to the left side of those “19” coded 
Tables here now-- thank You; my GOD I will --due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables 
here now-- exalt You! 

So here when/if we take a “goat” (diploid: full/double chromosome number: 60) from among  
the “flock” animals, or/and a “bull” (diploid: full/double chromosome number: 60) from among 
the “herd” animals as/for such a most special “festival-offering” (=Torah, Deut. 16/2) above,                  
here what we Clearly and Precisely see (=60: 15 - 15 - 15 - 15), thus in perfect harmony with 
those (four) “corners/horns” of the Altar above, in this regard, now here thus:     

“goat”                      “bull” 

       chromosomes                          chromosomes 

   15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1        =   (1)    =      15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

   15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1        = (2)    =     15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

   15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1        = (3)    =     15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

   15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1        = (4)   =     15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

        =19x…                                                      =19x…         

*So please, also certainly see all of such blessed “festival-offerings” within “ A Joyful Miracle” 
document, on p. 19-23 in this most specific context --(Psalms 40/6-8 here, on p. 66)--                             
in this respect therein now, in this Final Age! 

 

(Psalms 118/15-28)   
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               image credit: c.wikimedia.org (Land-of-Peace in the East) 

1- (Prophet David said): I have rejoiced when they said to me: Let us go to the House of HE! 

2- Our “feet” have stood firm within your gates, O “Land-of-Peace!” 

So here are the blessed “fingers” of the --left & right-- “feet” of prophet David, and all of those 
truthful believers with him above, in this specific order, now here thus: 

         finger no:  finger no:  finger no:  finger no:  finger no:    finger no:  finger no:  finger no:  finger no:  finger no: 

               5          3          1         2          4        5         3          1       2         4               

 =19x…                =19x…   

3- “Land-of-Peace” the built up as a City that is united together. 

4- For there have ascended the tribes, the --twelve-- “tribes” of HE, as decreed for Israel 
(=Genesis 49/1-28), to give thanks to the Name of HE. 

5- For there have sat the thrones for judgment, the thrones for the house of David. 
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So here are those blessed --twelve-- “tribes” of Israel above (=122/4), in these specific orders                  
--(as in perfect sync with those specific orders above)-- now here thus: 

    tribe no:  tribe no:  tribe no:  tribe no:  tribe no:  tribe no:    tribe no:  tribe no:  tribe no:  tribe no:  tribe no:  tribe no:   

 12      10        8        6         2        4     11       9         7        5         1         3                        

=19x…                  =19x…   

6- Pray for the peace of “Land-of-Peace” (=please, see this long awaited and anticipated                  
“Land-of-Peace” founded on holy Mountains, and the House that shall be built therein, that 
would be more important than any Dwelling in Israel in this Final Age now =Psalms                 
87/1-3 here, on p. 98 in this respect, in the first place, therein now); serene will be those who 
love you. (=Quran Testament 3/96-97) 

7- May there be Peace within your borders, serenity within your heights. 

8- For the sake of --thus especially, due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- 
my “brethren,” and --due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now--                                   
my “companions,” I shall speak Peace for you! 

9- For the sake of the House of HE our GOD --(that shall be built therein; Quran Testament     
3/96-97), I will seek good for you! (*So please, see it again in “Psalms 55/6-7” here, on p. 78                 
in this respect, in the first place, therein again now.) 

(Psalms 122/1-9) 
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       image credit: encyclopedia-of-science.info (“16” upper teeth) 

1- (Prophet David said): “Had not HE been with us,” let Israel declare it now,    
2- “Had not HE been with us, when men (of bloodshed, therein, at that time) rose up against us,  
3- then they would have swallowed us alive, when their anger flared up against us.” 

4- Then the “waters” --on the left side-- would have inundated us, the stream (therein) would 
have surged over our soul, 

5- (and) they --on the right side-- would have surged over our soul, the “waters” that are raging! 

So here are those raging “waters” (=i.e. basically H2O = Hydrogen, atomic no: 1 & Hydrogen, 
atomic no: 1 & Oxygen, atomic no: 8), in these specific orders again, now here thus: 

              waters             waters          

…  1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8  …     …  8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1  …       

…  1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8  …     …  8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1  …        

…  1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8   1 1 8  …     …  8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1   8 1 1  …         

  > > > > > > > > > > >                < < < < < < < < < < <            

           =19x…                  =19x…           
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*Please, note that on both sides above all those “waters” (=i.e. on the left side: 1 1 8 & on the 
right side: 8 1 1) are exactly repeated “18” times therein, so they canNot reach or pass “19”                 
in this respect therein --on the left side-- to “inundate” and --on the right side-- to “surge” unto 
those truthful believers above (*so please, see again Psalms 124/4-5 above in this respect now!)    

6- Blessed is HE Who has not given us as prey for their “teeth!” 

So here are those “16” upper “teeth” of those raging men (of bloodshed) above (=124/2-3),                 
and the “12” “ tribes” of Israel therein, in these most specific orders, now here thus: 

       (even numbered “teeth”)       (odd numbered “teeth”) 

      tt. no:    tt. no:    tt. no:   tt. no:    tt. no:   tt. no:    tt. no:    tt. no:  tt. no:  tt. no:  tt. no:  tt. no:  tt. no:  tt. no:  tt. no:  tt. no: 

14    16      4       2      6       8      10     12   13     15      3       1       5      7       9      11 

  >       >      >       >     >       >       >       >     >       >       >       >       >      >      >       >   

                     =19x…                        =19x…           

 (even numbered “tribes”)            (odd numbered “tribes”) 

            tr. no:  tr. no:  tr. no:  tr. no:  tr. no:  tr. no:        tr. no:  tr. no:  tr. no:  tr. no:  tr. no:  tr. no: 

                        12     10      8      6       2      4        11      9       7      5       1       3 

           <       <      <      <       <      <          <      <       <      <      <       < 

                    =19x…                         =19x…           

*Please, note that all of those specific “teeth” (> > > & > > >) and all of those specific “tribes” (< < < & < < <) are 

thus going in “exact opposite direction” in “exact opposite order” above; so thus prophet David and all of those 

truthful believers with him therein were definitely Not made for/as a fitting “prey” for the “teeth” of those raging 

men of bloodshed above (=so please, certainly see again “Psalms 124/6” above in this respect now!)    
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7- Our soul escaped like a bird from the snare of fowlers; the “snare” broke and we escaped. 

8- Our Help is (thus) in the Name of HE, “Maker” (=i.e. One and Only “Creator and Designer”)                   
of the heavens and the earth! (=Quran Testament 74/26-30 = 41/53 &  20/133 = 26/196-197) 

(Psalms 124/1-8) 
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                          image credit: clker.com (milk bottles) 

1- (Prophet David said): O HE, my “heart” is not proud, and my “eyes” are not haughty; nor 
have I pursued matters too great and too high above me. (=Quran Testament 17/85) 

2- I swear that I have --thus especially, due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- 
stilled, and have --due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- silenced                        
my “soul,” as a “suckling-child” at the side of his mother? (Thus) as a “suckling-child” is to me 
my “soul!” 

3- Shall (thus) yearn Israel (=Psalms 118/1-4) for HE, from now to eternity! (Quran Testament                 
2/132-133 &  38/45-47) 

(Psalms 131/1-3) 

 

The average intake of “milk ” for a --(1 to 6 months old)-- infant is about 750 mL per day.               
So the average “thirty days (=i.e. one month)” intake of such a blessed “suckling-child” above  
would be --for/on the left side & for/on the right side-- in these specific orders, now here thus: 
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milk   milk  milk   milk   milk   milk                 milk   milk  milk   milk   milk   milk                

            375  375  375  375  375  375    375  375  375  375  375  375   
 375  375  375  375  375  375    375  375  375  375  375  375    
 375  375  375  375  375  375    375  375  375  375  375  375   
 375  375  375  375  375  375    375  375  375  375  375  375   
 375  375  375  375  375  375    375  375  375  375  375  375   
 375  375  375  375  375  375    375  375  375  375  375  375   

             =19x…                                  =19x…           

And then here are those blessed (one) “heart” and (two) “eyes” and (one) “soul” and again  
(one) “soul” of prophet David above (=131/1, 1, 2, 2) in this specific order, now here thus: 

  “soul”  “ soul”  “ eyes”  “ heart”     

                 1         1         2          1      

             =19x…           

*Please, note that because that the original Hebrew text of the Psalms is essentially written from 
the right to the left, so those blessed “soul” and “soul” and “eyes” and “heart” of prophet David 
(peace be upon him) appear exactly as/in this perfect order above, therein in the original Text!   
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image credit: 19covenant19.com (The first page of THE --QURAN-- TESTAMENT (=AL-KHABARU )                                                    
written in modern Arabic.) 

1- (Prophet David said): I will acknowledge You with all my heart, (O HE); in the presence of 
“elohim” (=i.e. thus a specific reference to all of those highest ranking “angel-servants” of HE 
here; Quran Testament 40/7)-- I will praise You. 

2- I will bow myself toward Your holy Temple --(which shall be built in this holy “Desert-City” 
in the West, in this Final Age; so please, see it in Psalms 55/6-7 again, here on p. 78 & 98                          
in this respect now, and then also certainly see it in Quran Testament 3/96-97, 27/91-92);                                     
and I will thank Your Name, --thus especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here 
now-- for Your “Kindness,” and --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- for 
Your “Truth !” For You have exalted Your Promise even beyond Your (One and Only) Name! 
(*So please, see “An Awesome Miracle 1” document, p. 20, 30-39 now, to clearly witness the 
One and Only Name (=AL-LAH) of our Supreme LORD therein, in the very first place, and then                  
beyond/other than this “A Royal Miracle 1 & 2” documents, p. 19-20 & 16-17 now, to clearly 
witness all the other Most Beautiful Names of our Supreme LORD in this respect, first of all, 
therein now!)  

3- On the day I cried, You answered me; You emboldened me in my soul with strength. 
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4- O HE, all the kings of the earth will acknowledge You, when they hear the --“19” coded--
(most Superb and matchless) “Utterances” of Your Mouth! (*So please, certainly see it                              
in “Psalms 12/6” here again, on p. 16-18 in the first place, in this respect therein now!) 

5- And they will sing of the “Ways” of HE, for Great is the --“19” coded-- “Glory ” of HE! 

(=Psalms 118/19-26) 

6- For though Exalted is HE, He regards the lowly; and He (also) knows the haughty from afar. 

7- Though I walk in the midst of distress, You preserve me; You extend Your “Hand” (=i.e. 
Ultimate “Power”) to counter the wrath of my enemies, and Your “Right-Hand” (=i.e. Absolute 
“Power”) saves me! 

8- May HE complete (His “Blessing”) unto me; O HE, Your “Kindness” is eternal, do not 

forsake the --“19” coded-- “Works” (=Psalms 118/19-26) of Your --left & right-- “Hands!”  

So here are the five “Fingers” (=please, see again “Psalms 8/3” in this respect here, on p. 9)--                        
of the --left & right-- “Hands” (=i.e. thus only an allegorical reference again to those Ultimate 
“Five” Powers of GOD  in this respect; please, certainly see it again here, on p. 10), in this 
Perfect order, --for/on the left side & for/on the right side therein-- now here thus:                        

     left “Hand” of HE                 right “Hand” of HE 

Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:                  Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no: 

  1      2       3      4     05                 05     4       3      2      1      

              =19x…           =19x…    

(Psalms 138/1-8) 
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image credit: timeanddate.com (Tucson <<< Atlantic Ocean & Mediterranean Sea <<< Jerusalem)  

1- (Prophet David said): O HE, You have searched me, and You know.      

2- You know my sitting down, and my rising up; You understand my thought from afar. 

3- My “Path” --thus also and especially on those “19” coded Tables here now,-- and where I  
“ lie down” --beneath those “19” coded Tables here now-- You encompass (*please, e.g. 
certainly see it on p. 115, 117 in this respect again therein now); (thus) You are familiar with all 
my “Ways!” 

4- For there is not a “Word ” in my tongue, behold, O HE, You knew it all! 

5- You have --(with Your Absolute Knowledge and Powers)-- encircled me from back and front, 
and (thus) You have laid Your “Hand” (=i.e. Ultimate “Support”) upon me. 

6- (Your Superior) Knowledge is too Wonderful for me, it is too High, I can never attain to it. 
(*So please, also certainly see again “Quran Testament 17/85 & 2/255” in this respect now.) 

7- Where can I go from Your “Spirit” (=i.e. Absolute “Knowledge”); and where can I flee from 
Your “Face” (=i.e. Absolute --Seeing & Hearing & Ruling-- “Powers”)?       
(*So please, also certainly see “Quran Testament 2/115 & 20/110 & 70/4” in this respect now.) 
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8- If I ascend to the heavens, You are --(with Your Absolute --Seeing & Hearing & Ruling--
“Powers”)-- there, and if I make my bed in the lowest-depths, behold, You are --(with Your 
Absolute --Seeing & Hearing & Ruling-- “Powers”)-- there! (*So please, also certainly see again 
“Quran Testament 20/46 & 57/4” in this respect now.)  

9- If I take up the wings of dawn, if I dwell beyond the “sea” (=i.e. beyond Mediterranean and 
Atlantic sea; so please, certainly see it in “Psalms 55/6-7” here again, on p. 78 & 98 in this 
respect, in the first place, therein now),  

10- Even there Your “Hand” will guide me, and Your “Right-Hand” will grasp me! 

So here are the five “Fingers” (=please, see again “Psalms 8/3” in this respect here, on p. 9)--                        
of the “(Left)-Hand ” & “ Right-Hand” (=i.e. thus only an allegorical reference again to those 
Ultimate “Five” Powers of GOD  in this respect; please, certainly see it again here, on p. 10),  
in this Perfect order, --for/on the left side & for/on the right side therein-- now here thus:                        

 “(Left)-Hand ” of HE                “Right-Hand” of HE  

Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:                   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no:   Power no: 

  1      2       3      4     05                  05     4       3      2      1      

              =19x…           =19x…    

13- For You have created my inward-parts, You have fashioned me in the womb of my mother. 

14- I thank You, because I am “awesomely,” “ wondrously” --(created by You);     

Wondrous are (all) Your --“19” coded-- “Works” (=Psalms 118/19-26), and my soul knows                 
(it) well! (*So please, e.g. see it again on p. 20-23 & 60-61 in this respect, in the first place, 
therein now!) 

15- My frame was not hidden from You, when I was made in concealment, when I was                        
knit together --(by Your Command & under Your Watchful Eyes)-- in the lowest-parts of                
the earth. 
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16- My unshaped-form was seen by Your “Eyes” (=i.e. Absolute Seeing “Powers”), and                       
in Your “Book” all of them are recorded; though in many “days” they were formed --(in the 
womb), to Him they (=i.e. the Creation of all of the humans therein) are as (the Creation of) one 
(human)! (*So please, also certainly see it in “Quran Testament 31/28” first of all, and then 
within “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” document, on p. 38-42 therein in this respect now!) 

17- And to me how precious are --thus also and especially, on the left side of those “19” coded 
Tables here now-- (all) Your “Thoughts,” O GOD, how great are --on the right side of those                 
“19” coded Tables here now-- (all) their “Teachings!” 

18- If I should count (each and every one of) them, they are more than the “grains of sand;” 
even if I were to be constantly-awake and always with You --(to count them therein one by one)! 

(Psalms 139/1-10, 13-18) 
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             image credit: commons.wikimedia.org (golden oil) 

1- (Prophet David said): O HE, I have called You, hasten to me; give-ear to my voice when I call 
to You. 

2- Let my prayer be considered as “incense” before You, and --(in order to wholeheartedly work 
on Your “19” coded, most Superb and matchless “Works” here)-- the lifting up of my --left & 
right-- “hands” as an “offering” of the afternoon! (*So please, certainly see “Psalms 40/6-8” 
here again, on p. 66 in this respect therein now, in the first place!) 

So here are those blessed “fingers” of the --left & right-- “hands” of prophet David above,                    
in this specific order, now here thus: 

  finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no: 

       5            4           3   2           1        5          4            3          2           1           

                          =19x…                  =19x…   

3- Set, O HE, a guard over my mouth, (and) keep watch over the door of my lips. 

4- Let my heart not incline toward an evil thing, to perform acts that are wicked with the men 
who are doers of badness, and let me never “break bread” in their feasts! 
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So here is that “bread” (=hexaploid chromosome number: 2n=6x=42 i.e. it has basically                     
seven chromosomes with six copies of each)-- above, in these specific orders, now here thus: 

       7 4 5 6 1 3 2            7 4 5 6 1 3 2       
        7 4 5 6 1 3 2             7 4 5 6 1 3 2       
        7 4 5 6 1 3 2                   7 4 5 6 1 3 2   

                                           =19x…      =19x…   

*Please, note that this “irregular order” (=7 4 5 6 1 3 2) on both sides above are thus also to 
indicate the “crookedness” even within --(every “bite” of)-- the “bread” of such wicked men 
above (=141/4) in this specific context here. 

5- Rather let me be stricken by the righteous-one in kindness, and let him reprove me, like the 
finest “oil” let my “head” not refuse it. But my prayer is constantly against the evils --(of those 
such wicked men above)!           
6- (For) their judges have gone astray because of (their own “hearts” of) stone, when they have 
heard my Utterances that are pleasant! (*So please, see those most Superb and matchless  
“Utterances” granted unto prophet David by our Supreme LORD, in “Psalms 12/6” here again, 
on p. 16-18 in the first place, in this respect therein now!) 

So here is that finest “oil” --of olives (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 46)                             
on the blessed “head” of prophet David (peace be upon him) above, in this specific manner,    
now here thus: 

oil   oil   oil   oil   oil   oil   oil   oil   oil     head      oil   oil   oil   oil   oil   oil   oil   oil   oil 

              46  46   46  46  46  46  46  46  46      O       46  46  46  46  46  46  46   46  46  

                            =19x…             =19x…   

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “9” oil --(of olives) and “9” oil --(of olives) for/on either 

sides of that (representative) blessed “head” above (=i.e. 9 + O + 9 = 19!)  
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7- As when one chops and splinters on the ground, so scattered have been our bones at the mouth 
of the grave. 

8- But to You, O HE, my LORD, are my eyes; in You I have taken refuge, do not leave my soul 
defenseless. 

9- Protect me from the snares they have laid for me, and from the traps of the doers of badness. 

10- The wicked will fall into their own nets together, while I pass by safely --(till he delivers                        

this “19” coded “Salvation” of HE therein; Psalms 118/19-26 which has been clearly and 
unmistakably presented to all humanity by his long awaited and anticipated Messiah “decendant” 
now here; Quran Testament 74/26-30, 31 = 26/196-197 in this Final Age)! 

(Psalms 141/1-10) 
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                        image credit: en.wikipedia.org (a thirsty land)   

1- (Prophet David said): O HE, hear my prayer; give-ear to my supplications --thus especially, 
due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- in Your “Faithfulness,” (and) answer 
me --due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- in Your “Righteousness!” 

2- And do not enter into absolute-judgment with Your servant, for (then) any living-one would 
not be vindicated before You. (*So please, also certainly see “Quran Testament 24/21” in this 
respect now.) 

3- For the enemy has pursued my soul, he has struck to the ground my life, he has made me  
dwell in dark places, like those long dead. 

4- When my spirit (=i.e. courage) diminished within me, my heart was appalled inside me. 

5- (Then) I have recalled the days of old, I have pondered over all Your “Deeds;” I have spoken 

about the --“19” coded-- “Work ” (=Psalms 118/19-26) of Your “Hands!” 

6- (Thus) I have spread out my “hands” towards You, (for) my soul is like a land that is 
“ thirsty ” for You (=i.e. for Your Absolute “Knowledge”)!        
(Selah) 

So here are the blessed “fingers” of the --left & right-- “hands” of prophet David above, in this 
specific order, now here thus: 
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  finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no: 

       1            2           3   4          05       05          4           3          2           1    

             

     >>>>>>>                     <<<<<<<   

                          =19x…                  =19x…   

And here are the blessed “waters” (=i.e. basically H2O = Hydrogen, atomic no: 1 & Hydrogen, 
atomic no: 1 & Oxygen, atomic no: 8) from our Supreme LORD unto that “thirsty land” above,                    
in these specific orders again, now here thus: 

                 waters                     waters 

           1 1 08  1 1 08  1 1 08  1 1 08      08 1 1  08 1 1  08 1 1  08 1 1    
.     1 1 08  1 1 08  1 1 08  1 1 08  1 1 08          08 1 1  08 1 1  08 1 1  08 1 1  08 1 1          

             >>>>>>>>>        <<<<<<<<< 

           =19x…                         =19x…       

7- Hasten to answer me, O HE, my spirit (=i.e. strength) is fading; do not conceal Your “Face” 
(=i.e. Ultimate “Help”) from me, lest I be compared to those who go down into the pit. 

8- Let me hear at dawn Your --“19” coded-- “Kindness” (=Psalms 118/19-26), for in You                      
I have trusted; let me know which “Way” I should go, for to You I have lifted up (=i.e. 
dedicated) my soul. 

9- Deliver me from my enemies, O HE, (for) to You I have called out. 

10- Teach me to do Your “Will ,” for You are my GOD. May Your Good “Spirit” (=i.e. Ultimate 
“Message;” Quran Testament 42/52) guide me into a land of uprightness! 
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11- For the sake of Your Name, O HE, revive me; with Your “Righteousness” remove my soul 
from distress. 

12- And with Your “Kindness” --thus especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables 
here now-- cut off my “enemies,” and --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- 
destroy all the “adversaries” of my soul; for I am Your servant! (*So please, certainly see                    
“An Outstanding Miracle” document, p. 13-20 now, to clearly witness the excision of such 
despotic and wicked “enemies” and “adversaries” of prophet David (peace be upon him) therein 
in this respect now, in this Final Age!) 

(Psalms 143/1-12) 
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                         image credit: dalymusic.com (nevel)          

1- (Prophet David said): Blessed is HE, my “Rock” (=i.e. Ultimate “Protector”), Who trains               
my hands --thus especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- for “war,” 
my fingers --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- for “battle!” 

2- (Thus HE is) my Benefactor and my Fortress, my Stronghold and my Deliverer;                                   
my Shield in Whom I take refuge; He Who subjugates --on the left side & on the right side 
beneath those “19” coded Tables here now-- (those) “peoples” under me! (*So please, certainly 
see “A Phenomenal Miracle 1 & 2” documents, p. 16-17 & 15-16 now, to clearly witness those                   
--despotic & ruthless-- “peoples” beneath those “19” coded Tables in this respect therein now!)  

So here are the blessed “fingers” of the --left & right-- “hands” of prophet David above, in this 
specific order again, now here thus: 

  finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no:    finger no: 

       1            2           3   4          05       05          4           3          2           1          

                          =19x…                  =19x…   

3- O HE, what is human that You should recognize him, the son of a mortal-man that You should 
think of him? 

4- Human is compared to a mere breath; his days are like a shadow that is passing. 
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5- O HE, bend Your heavens and come down (=i.e. send down Your Absolute “Powers”), touch 
the mountains (therewith) and they will go up in “smoke!” (*So please, also certainly see                          
“Quran Testament 44/10-16” within “ A Devastating Miracle 1” document, p. 14-16 now,                       
to clearly witness this anticipated “Smoke” in this respect, in the first place, therein now!) 

6- And (also) send forth a lightning-bolt and scatter them; shoot Your arrows and panic them. 

7- Extend Your “Hands” (=i.e. Your Absolute “Powers”) from above; and (thus) release me 
(therewith) and deliver me from many waters, from the hand of the strange sons! 

8- Because their mouths speak vanity, and their “right-hand ” is a “right-hand ” of falsehood! 
(*So please, certainly see it in “Psalms 28/3-5” here again, on p. 52-53 in this respect therein 
now.) 

9- O GOD, a new song I will sing to You, on a lyre of “ten strings” I will sing-praise to You! 

10- He Who grants --“19” coded-- “Salvation” (=Psalms 118/19-26) to the kings, He Who 
(thus) releases David His servant from the sword of evil. 

11- Release me and deliver me from the hand of (those) strange sons, because their mouths speak 
vanity, and their “right-hand ” is a “right-hand” of falsehood! (*So please, certainly see it                     
in “Psalms 28/3-5” here again, on p. 52-53 in this respect therein now.) 

So here is that blessed “lyre” (=nevel) precisely with “ten strings” above (=144/9), in this             
Most AMAZING  & Most WONDROUS specific order again, now here thus: 

         (even numbered “strings” )         (odd numbered “strings” ) 

string no:  string no:  string no:  string no:  string no:            string no:  string no:  string no:  string no:  string no:                          

        10         2         4         8         6             9         3          1         5          7 

            ̂          >           >   <          <   ̂    <            <          >            > 

    =19x…                        =19x…   

(Psalms 144/1-11) 
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (flock)       image credit: en.wikipedia.org (herd) 

12- (Prophet David said): Then our sons will be like (strong) plants, grown up in their youth; our 
daughters will be like (graceful) pillars, polished -- the likeness of a palace. 

13- Our garners will be full, bringing out from “kind ” to “kind ,” and our “flocks” increase by 
the “thousands,” by the “ten thousands” in our open-spaces, 

14- Our “herds” are well fed; (*so please, certainly see all of these blessed “provisions”                      
and blessed flock & herd “animals”  within “A Festive Miracle” document, on p. 14-16 and                   
“A Joyful Miracle” document, on p. 19-23 in this respect, in the first place, therein now)-- there 
is no breach, and there is no outburst, and there is no wailing in our streets. 

15- Happy are the people that such is their “Lot;” happy are the people that (thus) HE is                      
their (One and Only) GOD! 

(Psalms 144/12-15) 

 

So here are those blessed “thousands” and “ten-thousands” of --flock &  herd-- “animals” 
above (=144/13-14), in these specific orders, now here thus: 

sheep (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 54) 

goat (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 60) 

cow (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 60) 

bull (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 60) 
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                                                                 sheep 

                                     1000  1000  1000  1000  1000  1000  1000  1000 1000  1000     54  

                                                                          =19x…  

  

                  goat 

                10000  10000  10000  10000  10000  10000  10000  10000 10000  10000      60  

                                                                         =19x…   

cow                 

60    10000  10000  10000  10000  10000  10000  10000  10000 10000  10000  10000      

=19x…   

bull                  

60    100000 100000 100000 100000 100000 100000 100000 100000 100000 100000 100000                                   

=19x…      
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*Please, note that there are exactly ten (=1000 1000 …) and then again ten (=10000 10000 …) 
of those blessed “flock” animals above,          
and thereafter exactly eleven (=10000 10000 …) and then again eleven (=100000 100000 …)                     
of those blessed “herd” animals above,           
thus in such a perfectly equal and parallel, and in such a unique orderly manner     
(=i.e. 000  >  0000  ==  0000  >  00000) above!                                                  

.             ̂ ^^     ^^^^         ̂ ^^^     ^^^^^       

And please, note that all of those “thousands” and “ten-thousands” & “ ten-thousands” and                 
“ ten ten-thousands” above can go on in these specific orders above (=i.e. each of them perfectly 

give a multiple (=19x…) again –as/in a max. common point-- in every other eighteen steps)-- 

“ limitlessly,” by the immense Grace of our Supreme LORD here again (*so please, certainly see 
again “Psalms 139/17-18” here, on p. 143, and then “Quran Testament 16/18” also in this respect 
now), in the first place!    
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (an awesome sunrise)       

9- (Prophet David said): HE is Good to all; (and) His Mercies are over all His creations. 

10- All Your creations will thank You, O HE (*so please, absolutely see it in “Universal 
Magnificent Miracles 2” document, on p. 4 in this respect therein now, in the first place),                   
and (all) Your devout-ones will (thus) bless You! 

11- They will speak of the Glory of Your “Kingdom,” and they will declare of Your “Power!”  

12- (Thus) to inform (all) the children of human of His “Mighty-Acts ,” and the Glorious 
Splendor of His “Kingdom!”  

13- For Your “Kingdom” is a “Kingdom” --thus especially, on the left side of those “19” coded 
Tables here again now-- for all ages, and Your “Dominion” is --on the right side of those                  
“19” coded Tables here again now-- throughout generation after generation! 

14- HE supports all the fallen-ones, and He straightens all those who are bent. 

15- The eyes of all look with hope to You, and You give them their “food” (*so please, also 
certainly see “A Festive Miracle” document, p. 14-16 now, to clearly witness this                           
“heavenly food” in this respect, in the first place, therein again now!)-- in its season. 
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16- You open Your “Hand” and satisfy every living-thing with its desire. 

So here are those five “Fingers” (=please, see again “Psalms 8/3” in this respect here, on p. 9)--                        
of the Most Benevolent “Hand” (=i.e. thus only an allegorical reference again to those                   
Ultimate “Five” Blessings of GOD  in this respect; please, certainly see it again here, on p. 10), 
in this Perfect order again, now here thus:                                                            

           Blessing no:  Blessing no:  Blessing no:  Blessing no:  Blessing no:       

                  5         4         3         2         1                               

                         =19x…    

17- Righteous is HE in all --thus also and especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables 
here again now-- His “Ways,” and Magnanimous in all --on the right side of those “19” coded 
Tables here again now-- His “Works!”  

18- Near is HE to all who call upon Him, to all who call upon Him in --“19” coded-- “Truth ” 

(=Psalms 118/19-26)! 

19- He will fulfill the desire of those who fear Him (=Quran Testament 25/71-76), and (thus)             
He will hear their cry, and He will save them.   

20- (For) HE protects all who love Him; but all the wicked --(when/if they do not truthfully 
repent and return to Him till the very last moment of their life here; Quran Testament 4/17-18)--                 
He will destroy. 

21- May my mouth declare the Praise of HE (=Quran Testament 1/1-7), and may all flesh                   
bless His holy NAME, forever and ever! (=Quran Testament 55/78)  

(Psalms 145/9-21) 
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                    image credit: en.wikipedia.org (two swords) 

1- Praise HE! (=Quran Testament 18/1-3) Sing to HE a new Song; His Praise is in the 
congregation of the devout. 

2- Let Israel rejoice in his Maker (=i.e. One and Only Creator: GOD), let the “children” (=i.e.                     
all “residents” or/and all “visitors” therein, equally; Quran Testament 22/25)-- of “Peak” 
(=please, certainly see it in “Psalms 65/1-2” here again, on p. 98 in this respect now, in the first 
place)-- be joyful in their King (=i.e. One and Only Ruler: GOD)! 

3- Let them praise His NAME in choir, with --for/on the left side-- “timbrel ,” and --for/on the 
right side-- “harp,” let them sing praise to Him! 

4- For HE is pleased with His “people” (=i.e. jewish or/and non-jewish, “all truthful believers” 
from “all nations” on earth now; Isaiah 42/1… 6-7…9); He adorns the humble with                                          

--“19” coded-- “Salvation!” (=Psalms 118/19-26) 

5- Let the devout exult in Glory, let them sing-joyously upon their beds.     
6- (Thus) the high-Praises of GOD are in their throats, and a two-edged “sword” is in their 
hand! 

7- To execute vengeance --thus on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- among 
(those despotic) “folks,” and rebukes --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here         
now-- among (those despotic) “peoples!” 

8- To bind --on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- their “kings” with “ chains,” 
and --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- their “nobles” with “ fetters” of 
“ iron !” (So please, certainly see “A Phenomenal Miracle 1 & 2” document, p. 16-17 & 15-16 
now, to clearly witness those despotic “folks” and despotic “peoples” and their ruthless “kings” 
and ruthless “nobles” in this respect therein now!) 
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9- (Thus) they will execute the --“19” coded-- “Judgement” (=Quran Testament 74/26-30, 31) 
that is (thus) written upon them! (*So please, also certainly see “Isaiah 2/2-5” here again, on p. 
31 in this respect, therein in the first place now!) It will be a Splendor for all His devout ones!   
Praise HE! (=Quran Testament 18/1-3) 

(Psalms 149/1-9) 

                                                  

                            image credit: chemicalelements.com (iron ) 

 
Iron (Fe)                
Atomic number: 26        Number of Energy Levels: Four  
         
Number of Protons: 26       First Energy Level:        2 (electrons)  
Number of Electrons: 26   >>>   Second Energy Level:      8 (electrons)  
Number of Neutrons: 30    Third Energy Level:     14 (electrons) 
       Fourth  Energy Level:       2 (electrons) 
         

So let us clearly see that “chains” and “shackles” of “ iron ” above (=149/8), in these                             
Most AMAZING  & Most WONDROUS perfect orders, now here thus: 
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         those “chains”  above       or/and                   those “shackles”  above 

                        energy levels            energy levels 

                        1         2         3         4                    1         2         3         4 

     56               2         8        14        2         56               2         8        14        2              
(protons  +  neutrons)                        (protons  +  neutrons) 

                          =19x…                                                 =19x…                

                                    energy levels            energy levels 

                        1         2         3         4                    1         2         3         4 

     30               2         8        14       02         30               2         8        14       02                       
.     (neutrons)                                        (neutrons) 

                          =19x…                                                 =19x…                

                       energy levels            energy levels 

                        1         2         3         4                    1         2         3         4 

     26               2        08       14       02         26               2        08       14       02                       
.      (protons)                                         (protons) 

                          =19x…                                                 =19x…                

*Please, note that within those 56 (protons + neutrons) of “Iron” in the first case above, no 0 is used within those 

energy levels therein; and then within those 30 (neutrons) of “Iron” in the second case above, only one 0 is used 

(in the last places) within those energy levels therein; and then within those 26 (protons) of “Iron” in the third case 

above, two 0s are used (in the second and the last places again) within those energy levels therein, on both sides, 

thus --(in this unique manner:  56 > 30 > 26  =  no 0 > one 0 > two 0)-- in such an absolutely perfect order above.     
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So last of all, please, also certainly and absolutely see now “The Words of David” 

document, in its entirety, thus to unmistakably and clearly witness therein all of 

these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS Miracles, as granted by our Supreme LORD 

unto him therein (=Quran Testament 17/55 & 38/17-20), in the first place!       
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So finally, we should also certainly see each of these most critical and important Verses in the                        
Quran Testament, in this respect, now here thus:       

==========                  
192- And this is a --“19” coded-- “Revelation” (=here now: Quran Testament 74/26-30) of                 
the LORD of the worlds. 

193- The trusted Spirit (=Gabriel; 2/97) has (thus) brought it down --(by HIS Permission)--  

194- upon your heart, so that you would be of the Warners! (=34/46) 

195- In a clear Arabic tongue. 

196- And it is (already thus clearly prophesied) in the “Psalms” of the previous-ones!                              

(*So please, see again Psalms 118/19-26 here, on p. 129-130 in this respect now, in the first 

place!) 

197- Is it not a (sufficient) Sign for them that the Scholars of the Children of Israel shall             
know it: 

198- (That) if We sent it down upon some of the foreigners (=i.e. one whose native language is 
not Hebrew), 

199- and “he” (=i.e. thus a specific reference to this long awaited and anticipated Messiah and 
Mahdee “descendant” of prophet David and prophet Muhammad here now)-- thus relate it to 
them --(in a non-Hebrew language), they would not believe in it!  

==========             
So let us clearly see it in the Book of prophet Isaiah now here thus: 

7- And these also reel with wine and stagger from strong drink:       
The priest and the prophet (among the Children of Israel) reel with strong drink,    
They are confused by wine, they stagger from strong drink;       
They reel while having visions, they totter when rendering judgment. 

8- For all the tables are full of filthy vomit, without a single clean place. 
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9- Then to whom would “he” (=i.e. thus a specific reference to this long awaited and anticipated 
Messiah and Mahdee “descendant” of prophet David and prophet Muhammad here again now) 
impart --“19” coded-- “Knowledge” --on the left side herein now,-- and to whom would “he” 
convey the --“19” coded-- “Message” --on the right side herein now? Those just weaned from 
milk? Those just taken from the breast? 

10- For he says:  

Sau laSau,     Sau laSau,  

Cau laCau     Cau laCau,  

a little here --due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now,-- a little there --due to 
the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now!-- 

11- Indeed, “he” will (thus) speak to this people (=i.e. Children of Israel) through stammering 
lips and a “foreign” language (=i.e. he would not be speaking in Hebrew, and the Most Critical 
and Important “MESSAGE of the Covenant” he has thus brought now from the LORD would 
not be in Hebrew; so please, certainly see it again here, on p. 129-130 now, in the first place!) 

12- And he said to them: Here is the “Place of Comfort ” --on the left side of those “19” coded 
Tables here now,-- give rest to the weary; and here is the “Place of Refreshing” --on the right 
side of those “19” coded Tables here now!--  but they would not listen. 

13- So the Word  of HE to them (=i.e. Children of Israel) will be:  

Sau laSau,     Sau laSau,  

Cau laCau     Cau laCau,  

a little here --due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here again now,-- a little there                     
--due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here again now!-- So that when they walk,        
--(when/if they insist on their stubbornness and ignorant rejection)-- they will stumble backward,                
be broken, snared and captured. 

14- Therefore, hear the Word  of HE, O scoffers --(at this Most Critical and Important 

“MESSAGE of the Covenant” here now; Deuteronomy 18/17-19 & Psalms 118/19-26), who 

rule this people in Jerusalem,  
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15- Because you have said: “We have made a covenant with death,  and with the nether world  
we have made a pact. The overwhelming scourge will not reach us when it passes by,                                
for we have made falsehood our refuge and we have concealed ourselves with deception!” 

16- Therefore, thus says The Lord HE –here now:         
“Behold, I am laying in “Peak” a Stone, a tested Stone, a precious CornerStone for the 
foundation (=please, certainly see this most important and precious CornerStone on p. 129-130 

in Psalms 118/19-26 therein again now, in the first place) firmly established! Those who believe 

in it will not be shaken! (*So please, certainly see these kind of truthful Children of Israel now               
in Quran Testament 3/199 & 4/162 & 28/52-55 in this respect therein now!)  

17- I will make “Justice” --due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- the 
Measuring-Line, and “Righteousness” --due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here 
now-- the Plumb-Line! Then hail will sweep away the refuge of lies, and the waters will 
overflow the hiding place.  

18- Your covenant with death will be canceled, and your pact with nether world will not stand. 
When the overwhelming scourge passes through, then you will become its trampling place. 

19- As often as it passes through, it will seize you. For morning by morning it will pass through, 
anytime during the day or night. Only (such) fear may (then) cause you to understand the 

MESSAGE --(of HE here: Torah, Deuteronomy 18/17-19 = 31/27-29 = 32/1-6, 22-27)! 

20- The bed is too short on which to stretch out, and the blanket is too small to wrap oneself in. 

21- For HE will rise up (=i.e. will send His Absolute Powers) as (He did) at Mount Perazim, and                
He will be stirred up (=i.e. will send His Ultimate Powers) as (He did) in the valley of Gibeon,                      
to perform His “Task,” His --due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here again now-- 
unusual “Task,” and to accomplish His “Work ,” --due to the right side of those “19” coded 
Tables here again now-- His extraordinary “Work !” 

22- And now do not carry on as scoffers --(at this Most Critical and Important “MESSAGE of 

the Covenant” here now; Deuteronomy 18/17-19 & Psalms 118/19-26), or your fetters will be 

made stronger! For I have heard from The Lord GOD of Hosts --(when/if they insist on their 
such arrogant scoffing and ignorant rejection here now)-- a decree of destruction for the whole 
land!  (*So please, also certainly see Torah, Deuteronomy 29/18-21 & 32/26-30 & 32/39-41 and                
Quran Testament 17/7-8 within “Biblical Excellent Miracles 1” document, on p. 216, 223-226             
in this respect therein now, in the first place!)  

(Isaiah 28/7-22)            
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40- (AL-LAH said): O Children of Israel, remember My blessing that I blessed unto you,                
and fulfill your pledge to Me (=here in this regard again, especially and first of all, now:                   

Torah, Deut. 18/17-19 = Psalms 118/19-26 *so please, certainly see it again here, on p.                   

129-130) that I may fulfill My Pledge to you (=here: Torah-Deut. 28/2-6), and revere Me alone. 

41- And believe in what I have sent down (here now), confirming/fulfilling what is with you, and 

do not be the first to disbelieve in it! And do not trade away My --“19” coded-- “Signs” (=here 
in the Quran Testament 74/26-30, 31) for a cheap price; and observe Me alone! 

42- And do not confound the --“19” coded-- “Truth ” (=here in the Quran Testament again                      

74/26-30, 31) with falsehood, nor keep the --“19” coded-- “Truth ” secret while you know (it 

here: Deut. 18/17-19 = Psalms 118/19-26)! 

43- And uphold the Support-prayer (=Psalms 55/17-18), and give the Cleansing-share (=Deut. 
14/28-29), and kneel with those who kneel (before AL-LAH here now; Quran Testament 48/29)!  

44- Do you order the people to do good, but forget yourselves, while you are reciting the 
Scripture (=Torah, Deut. 24/14-22)? Will you still not understand? 

45- And seek help through patience, and through the Support-prayer (=Psalms 55/17-18). It is a 
difficult thing, but not so for the humble. 

46- The ones who understand that they have absolutely met --(the MESSAGE of)-- their LORD                  

--(here now; Psalms 118/19-26)-- and that to HIM they certainly will return! 

47- (AL-LAH said): O Children of Israel, remember My blessing that I blessed unto you, and 
how I have favored you for (the benefit of) all the peoples! (*So please, see it again in “Biblical 
Excellent Miracles 1” document, on p. 204 in this respect therein now.)  

48- And beware of a Day where no soul can avail another soul, nor will any intercession be 
accepted from it, nor will any ransom be taken from it, and they (=i.e. those who would act                     
in such utterly ignorant, unappreciative and arrogant manners among the Children of Israel here 
now; Torah, Deut. 29/18-20 = 31/29 = 32/1-6 & Quran Testament 2/89-93)-- will not be helped!  

(Quran Testament 2/40-48) 
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160- Because of the wickedness from among (some of) those who are jewish, We made 
forbidden to them the good things that were lawful to them; and for their deterring many from 
the path of AL-LAH. 

161- And for their taking of usury, although it were forbidden to them (=here, in the first place: 
Psalms 15/4-5), and for their consuming people's possessions unjustly. We have prepared for 
these (kind of) disbelievers among them (here now; Quran Testament 2/89-93) --when/if they 
never sincerely repent and return to HIM till the very last moment of their normal life-span here; 
3/86-89 & 4/17-18-- a painful retribution!          

(*So please, also certainly see again: Torah, Deut. 18/17-19 = 31/29 = 32/1-6, 22-30 &                       

Quran Testament 17/4-10 in this respect now.)  

162- But as for those from among them (=i.e. Children of Israel) who are deeply rooted in 
“Knowledge,” and (all) the believers, they believe in what is sent down to you (here now) and 
what was sent down before you. And they are the observers of the Support-prayer (Psalms  
55/17-18) and the givers of the Cleansing-share (=Deut. 14/28-29), and the believers in AL-LAH 
and the Last “Day” (=thus a specific reference to this Last “Millennium” here, in the first place 
now; 22/47 and then also and ultimately to that eternal Day of the hereafter; 50/31-35);    
We shall (thus) grant unto these (kind of truthful believers among the Children of Israel now)                
a Great Reward! 

(Quran Testament 4/160-162) 

 

20- Those to whom We have given the Scripture (=i.e. the Children of Israel: “Jews” & the 
Children of Ishmael: “Arabs”) recognize him (=i.e. this long awaited and anticipated Messiah 
and Mahdee descendant of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon both of 
them); i.e. this most critical and important Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant here now; 
please, see Torah, Deut. 18/17-19 & Quran, Ali Imraan 81-82 = Ahzaab 7-8)-- as they recognize 
their own sons! Those who lost their souls, they do not believe. 

21- And who is more wicked than one who invents lies about AL-LAH, and rejects His                        
--“19” coded-- “Signs” (here now: Quran Testament 74/26-30, 31)! The wicked will never 
succeed (=10/69-70)! 

(Quran Testament 6/20-21) 
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105- And it is with “Truth ” that We have sent it down, and with “Truth ” it (thus) came down.                    
And We have not sent you except --so now thus especially, on those “19” coded Tables, due to 
the left side therein-- as a bearer of “Good News,” and --due to the right side therein-- a bearer  
of “Warning !”  

106- And this is a --“19” coded-- “Reading” (=74/26-30) that We have (thus) separated --for/on 
the left side & for/on the right side-- (therein), so that you may relate it to the people at intervals; 
and We have sent it down gradually. (*So please, certainly see it now in each and every one of 
those Most AMAZING  & Most WONDROUS documents as referred to within “Biblical 
Excellent Miracles 1” document, on p. 23-25 therein now, in the first place!)  

107- Say: Believe in it or do not believe in it. Those who have been given the “Knowledge”   
before it (=i.e. all of these truthful Jews & Christians & Arabs here now; Quran Testament 4/162 
& 5/83-85 & 9/99), when it is recited to them, they fall to their chins prostrating.     

108- And they say: “Praise be to our LORD. Truly, the Promise of our LORD has thus been  
fulfilled (=here: Torah, Deut. 18/17-19 & Gospel, John 16/12-13 & Quran, Ali Imraan 81-82 = 
Ahzaab 7-8)! 

109- And they are “falling ” upon their chins (to glorify AL-LAH) --thus especially, due to the 
left side of those “19” coded Tables therein now,-- and “crying” (to glorify AL-LAH) --due to 
the right side of those “19” coded Tables therein now;-- and (thus) it increases them in humility! 

(Quran Testament 17/105-109) 

 

51- And We have delivered the --“19” coded-- “Message” (=74/26-30, 31) to them, perhaps  
they may take heed! 

52- Those to whom We gave the Scripture before this (=i.e. all of these truthful Jews & 
Christians & Arabs here now; Quran Testament 4/162 & 5/83-85 & 9/99), they will (thus) 
believe in it (=74/31)! 

53- And when it is recited to them, they say: “We believe in it. It is the Truth  from                  
our LORD (=74/26-30, 31)! Indeed, we were --(in their hearts)-- surrenderers (to AL-LAH) 
(even) before (receiving) it.”           
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54- Those are the ones whose reward shall be granted --due to their such sincere belief and 
righteous works for/on the left side & for/on the right  side of those “19” coded Tables                        
here now; 32/15-17-- twofold for that they have been patient! And they counter evil with good, 
and from Our provisions to them, they give. 

55- And when they hear (such) vain talk (=4/140), they immediately disregard it (=6/68-69)                
and say: To us are our deeds, and to you is your deeds. Peace be upon you. We do not wish (to 
behave like) the ignorant ones! 

(Quran Testament 28/51-55)            

 

36- And those to whom We have previously given the Scripture (=i.e. Jews, and Christians, and 
Arabs) rejoice at what has been sent down to you (here now); but there are some of the groups 
that reject (some) parts of it. Say: "I am only ordered to serve AL-LAH and not join any 
“partner” with Him (*so please, certainly see Quran Testament 18/26-27 in this respect now,             
in the first place.)             
(And) to Him  --thus especially and first of all, due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables 
here now-- I call (=12/108), and to Him  --due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables                 
here now-- is my return (=42/10)! 

37- And thus We have sent it down a --“19” coded-- “Wisdom-Law” in Arabic (=74/26-30)!                     
And if you follow their (such) desires (=please, see it in Quran Testament 2/120 = 9/31) after 
what has come to you of the --“19” coded-- “Knowledge” (here), then you will not have any ally 
or defender against AL-LAH! (=10/94-95)  

40- And if We show you some of what We promise them, or We terminate your life (before 
that), (*so please, certainly see “Quran Testament 21/1-6” within “ An Essential Miracle” 
document, on p. 28-32 in this respect therein now), you are only to deliver (this Most Critical and 
Important “MESSAGE of the Covenant” to all humanity here now; Quran Testament 74/26-31) 
while for Us is the reckoning! (=Quran Testament 21/1-6) 

(Quran Testament 13/36-37, 40)         
================= 
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Last of all, please, note that the author of this document (=i.e. this “Messenger/MESSAGE of  
the Covenant” here) has no relation or affiliation with none of those sites from which all of those 
images have thus legitimately been retrieved for/in this Document now, and due credit has 
already thus openly, clearly and truthfully been given to each one of them herein, exclusively 
and only for all of those specific images, or/and scientific data used herein now! And all of those 
specific scientific data that have thus rightfully been referred to for/within each of those                                
Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS Miracles here have thus rightfully been retrieved                
from the most credible sites and sources in these most specific Scientific respects therein now; 
but if there is still --unintentional or inadvertent-- any mistake, contradiction, or error herein, 
AL-LAH will absolutely nullify them and will thus unmistakably and clearly establish thereafter 
HIS most Superb and matchless “19” coded, (mathematical) “Signs” in their most accurate and 
perfect forms herein again, if/when HE wills so. (So please, certainly see in this respect now: 
Quran Testament 34/50 & 22/52-57)    

The sole purpose of the author (=i.e. this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here) is thus 
to clearly present to all humanity --without asking of them any payment or/and any monetary 
gain, in nowhere and in no way, at all for this most critical and important MESSAGE here   

(please, see in this respect now: Quran Testament 38/86-88)-- (*so it is also thus definitely prohibited  

to copy and sell this “Biblical Excellent Miracles 2” document here for any commercial/monetary gains whatsoever 

in nowhere and in no way again at all)--    

the most Superb and matchless “Mathematical Signs” which thus clearly and unmistakably 
prove to us that there is only One Real GOD (=AL-LAH) who has thus sent down HIS Scriptures 
(=i.e. “Quran Testament” first of all now & Torah, and Gospel, and Psalms, and Quran) based on 
“19” coded, most Superb and matchless “Symmetrical Miracles,” from the very beginning!                 
(So please, certainly see in this respect now: Quran Testament 74/26-30, 31 &  20/133 = 87/18-19 
= 26/196-197 & 5/44-48, 68)  

So henceforth, whoever truthfully loves AL-LAH here (=3/31) from among the Jews, Christians, 
Arabs, and all the other Nations on earth now (=21/107-108) should thus follow this most critical 
and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” i.e. the long awaited and anticipated 
Messiah and Mahdee “descendant” of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon 
each of them)-- here (=3/31), that AL-LAH may thus love them and forgive all their past sins 
or/and mistaken or sinful deeds, and henceforth thus rightfully guide and reward them in this                         
Most Generous and Most Benevolent manner here (=25/70-71), as HE has thus promised to him 
(=93/7 & 48/1-3) and to all those who will thus rightfully follow him in this respect (=12/108) 
here now! (So please, also certainly see again in this regard now: Quran Testament 7/196                       
& 39/33-35) 
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So to clearly witness this most Superb and matchless “MESSAGE of AL-LAH”  (=17/88)                              

and all of HIS “19”  coded, most Superb and matchless “Symmetrical Plannings” therein  

(=74/26-31) please, see now: QURAN TESTAMENT, and then each and every one of those                     

Most AMAZING  & Most WONDROUS Documents thereafter --(please, also certainly see                
all of them within “Biblical Excellent Miracles 1” document, on p. 23-25 therein again, in their 
entirety now), as all of them have already thus clearly been presented therein, one after the           
other (=29/49), in the first place!                                                                                                    

Peace be upon all of you. (Quran Testament 27/59 & 6/54)    

            

Mateen,       
June 2014    

 


